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“The matter of matriarchy within families is close to my heart. I think of my great 

grandmother, my grandmother, my mother, and my aunts who all had a firm, beautiful 

hand in raising me. I long for more representations of these generational villages on 

screen, like those we experience in Ayoka Chenzira’s work.  
 

Ms. Chenzira’s Alma’s Rainbow is a gorgeous clarion call for our young black girls, 

heralding the community, creativity and confidence that is the pride of our culture.” 

 —Ava DuVernay, producer/director 

 
“I am delighted to have this opportunity to join you in presenting Dr. Ayo Chenzira's first 

feature film. As you know, Alma's Rainbow was one of the first full length dramatic narrative 

films produced and directed by an African American woman in the 20th century. Chenzira's 

much celebrated and award winning early work is essential viewing today as much as it was 

when first released in 1994.” 

—Julie Dash, director 

 
 

“Ayoka has been and remains an important filmmaker whose works inspire and celebrate 

the richness of Black culture. Through her vision, we witness the pain and beauty of the 

Black experience in a way that encourages hope and love. We need this.”  
— Ruby Dee 
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Alma’s Rainbow 

Crossgrain Pictures and Rhinoceros Productions present 

a Paradise Plum presentation of 

a film by Ayoka Chenzira 

85 minutes. Mono Sound. Color. 35mm. Premiere: January 23, 1994, New York City. 

Cast 

Kim Weston-Moran .......................................Alma Gold 

Victoria Gabrielle Platt ..................................Rainbow Gold 

Mizan Nunes ..................................................Ruby Gold 

Lee Dobson ....................................................Blue 

Jennifer Copeland ..........................................Babs 

Keyonn Sheppard ...........................................Pepper 

Roger Pickering .............................................Sea Breeze 

Sydney Best ...................................................William B. Underdo, III 

Dakota Jackson-Brewer .................................Rainbow as a Baby 

Sandra Daley ..................................................Cynthia 

LaVora Perry ..................................................Nzingha 

Murtell Dortch ...............................................Beauty Parlour Customer 

Teri Dunbar ....................................................Beauty Parlour Customer 

Constance Carter ............................................Beauty Parlour Customer 

Jeanne Nedd ...................................................Beauty Parlour Customer 

Ayoka Chenzira .............................................Nun 

Lydia Trueheart ..............................................Nun 

Isaiah Washington IV ....................................Miles 
 

Alma’s Party Featured Dancers 

Sharlaine Hendrickson 

Teri Dunbar 

Vicki Platt 

Bernice C. Wilson 

Rita Gladstone 

 

Alma’s Party Guests 

Raymond Reynolds 

Lady Mitz 

Malika Lee Whitney 

Phoebe Williams 

Robert Thomas 

Jean Turner 

Mildred Weston 

Roger Boyce 

Walter Bryant 

Murtell Dortch 

Constance Carter 

Homer Heron 

 

Singer ................................................................... Kysia Bostic 

Dead Woman ....................................................... Tracy Daniels 

Dance Teacher ..................................................... Tina Bush 

Raymond Cajuste ................................................. Haitian Cab Driver  

Nathylin Flowers ................................................. Homeless Woman  
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Sydney Kai Inis ................................................... Moontime Advisor  

Jeanne Nedd ......................................................... Moontime Advisor  

Queen Afua .......................................................... Moontime Advisor  

Malika Lee Whitney  ........................................... Moontime Advisor  

Eugene Davis ....................................................... Messenger  

Ajene D. Washington ........................................... Minister  

Barbara Riddick  .................................................. Funeral Mourner  

Erica V. Conner  .................................................. Funeral Mourner  

Minnette Coleman  .............................................. Funeral Mourner  

Margaret Pazant  .................................................. Funeral Mourner  

Zeb M. Hollins, III  .............................................. Funeral Mourner  

Rick Reid ............................................................. Funeral Mourner  

Deen Baderou ...................................................... Funeral Mourner  

Myrna Long  ........................................................ Funeral Mourner  

Katie Weaver  ...................................................... Funeral Mourner  

 

Pepper’s Party 

Haj Chenzira-Pinnock .......................................... Little Sister 

Rudy Sheriff......................................................... Big Brother 

Daresha Kyi ......................................................... Featured Dancer 

Tracy Daniels  ...................................................... Featured Dancer 

Peter Pouchon  ..................................................... Featured Dancer 

Haj Chenzira-Pinnock  ......................................... Featured Dancer 

Samaria Graham .................................................. Guest 

Eugene Johnson  .................................................. Guest 

Leroy Black  ........................................................ Guest 

Kwame Johnson  .................................................. Guest 

Winston Young  ................................................... Guest 

Ebony Jerido  ....................................................... Guest 

Briana Joy Weston  .............................................. Guest 

Carol Reid  ........................................................... Guest 

Crew 

Ayoka Chenzira .............................................Director  

Ayoka Chenzira .............................................Writer 

Howard M. Brickner ......................................Producer 

Ayoka Chenzira .............................................Producer 

Geri Jasper .....................................................Line Producer 

Charles Lane ..................................................Producer 

Jean-Paul Bourelly .........................................Original Music Score 

Wendy Blackstone .........................................Title Music 

Ronald K. Gray ..............................................Cinematographer 

Lillian Benson, A.C.E. ...................................Editor 

Peggy Dillard Toone ......................................Set Designer for Alma’s house 

Sydney Kai Inis ..............................................Costume Designer 

Al Grundy ......................................................Make-up 
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James Harris ...................................................Hair Stylist 

Dwayne Perry.................................................Hair Stylist 

Phoebe Williams ............................................Assistant Hair Stylist 

Steve Lake ......................................................Props Production Assistant 

John Eccher ....................................................Camera Production Assistant 

Edwin M. Figueroa ........................................Key Grip 

Jeffrey Salter ..................................................Still Photographer 

Albert Trotman...............................................Still Photographer 

Thomas Osha Pinnock ...................................Casting & Choreography 

Steven Jones ...................................................Production Manager 

Jessica Nedd ...................................................Wardrobe Production Assistant 

Haj Chenzira-Pinnock ....................................Post-production Assistant 

Sandra Christie ...............................................Assistant Editor 

Nicky Tamrong ..............................................Script Supervisor 

Iman Hameen .................................................Apprentice Script Supervisor 

Barbara Chirinos ............................................Assistant: Ms. Chenzira 

Daresha Kyi ...................................................Assistant: Ms. Chenzira 

Niles Weston ..................................................Set Production Assistant 

Dale Pierce .....................................................First Assistant Director 

Peggy Crave  ..................................................First Assistant Director 

Kia Puriefoy ...................................................Special Assistant Director 

Phillipa D. Davis ............................................Production Coordinator 

Ouida Washington .........................................Assistant Coordinator 

Gregory Wendt...............................................1st Assistant Camera 

Deborah Lipman ............................................2nd Assistant Camera 

Gary Ronn ......................................................2nd Assistant Camera 

La Shawn Butler ............................................Additional 1st Assistant Camera 

John Eccher ....................................................Camera P.A. 

Michael Lazar ................................................Sound Recordist 

Alexander Trubnikov .....................................Boom Operator 

Peter Yolles ....................................................Gaffer 

David Higham ................................................Best Boy 

Judy Moy .......................................................Swing 

Edwin Bigueroa .............................................Key Grip 

Leslie Cribbs ..................................................2nd Grip 

Kim Stoddard .................................................Set Dresser 

Eugene Davis .................................................Set P.A. 

Michael Cooper  .............................................Set P.A. 

Niles Weston  .................................................Set P.A. 

Roger Clarke  .................................................Set P.A. 

Tracy Daniels .................................................Prop Master 

Schavaria Reeves  ..........................................Prop Master 

Steve Lake  .....................................................Props P.A. 

Zenobia Bailey  ..............................................Fashion Designer 

Joseph Jones Couture  ....................................Fashion Designer 

Richard Fisher  ...............................................Fashion Designer 
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Jeanette Hamblin  ...........................................Fashion Designer (for “August Moon”) 

Lady Mitz  ......................................................Fashion Designer 

Jeanne Nedd ...................................................Wardrobe 

Briana Joy Weston .........................................Wardrobe 

Peggy Dillard Toone (of “Turning Heads”)...Beauty Consultant 

Bernice C. Wilson ..........................................Beauty Consultant 

Nuestro Tesoro Catering ................................Catering 

Dale Isaac .......................................................Craft Service 
 

Post Production Sound Studio: Video Mix 

Laboratory: Duart Laboratories 

Negative Conforming: J.G. Films, Inc. 

Legal: Iris Morales, Esq. 
 

Original Artwork 

Paul Goodnight (“Links and Lineage”) 

Marilyn Nance (“Jamaica Fruit”) 

Lloyd Toone (“Egyptian Sojourn,” “Daughters of Shu,” “Fulani Women”) 

 

Produced in Association with Channel 4 

Additional Funding provided by Corporation for Public Broadcasting, National Black 

Programming Consortium, National Endowment for the Arts, Jerome Foundation 

Support and Services Provided by New York Foundation for the Arts, Women Make Movies, 

Third World Newsreel, Sundance Institute, Film Video Arts, City College 

 

I thought we would make it to the finish line together 

Thanks for Being There for me. 

In memory of 

Waldo Salt, Kathleen Conwell Collins Prettyman, Eugene Little, Al Grundy 

 

Special Thanks 

 

Blake Funeral Home 

Wendy Blackstone 

Haj Chenzira-Pinnock 

Julie Dash 

Rudine Dash 

Kevin Harewood 

Geri Jasper 

Gordon Parks, Sr. 

Thomas Osha Pinnock 

Menelik Shabazz 

Carl Turnquest Jr. 

Lady Wilson 

Debbie Zimmerman 

Patricia von Brandenstein 

Ada Griffin 

Mabel Haddock 

 

©1993 Crossgrain Pictures 

 

Restoration by Academy Film Archive, The Film Foundation and Milestone Films. 

Restoration supervised by Mark Toscano.  

Funding provided by the Hobson/Lucas Family Foundation.  

Lab: Roundabout Entertainment. Audio Restoration: Audio Mechanics.  
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Sound Restoration 

Alma's Rainbow was first released as a mono mix in 1994, but it had been originally mixed in 

stereo!  We had access to the original 2-inch 24-track master tapes which included the original 

stereo stems. We compared the stems to an original theatrical mono print and made sure that it 

accurately represented the original mono mix. It did! And, with the blessings of the 

filmmaker, we went on to restore and remix the film in 5.1 from the 24-track master tapes while 

remaining true to the original mix. One technical challenge we ran into was that the sync track on 

the last reel was corrupt, which caused the sync to drift in and out as the audio continually sped 

up and slowed down. We had to run it side-by-side with the mono sound from the print and make 

continual corrections to get it right. Another challenge was print-through, which is an echo of the 

sound that happens when a magnetic audio tape sits unused for a long time and causes loud 

portions of audio to magnetically imprint on adjacent layers of the tape. Hum, hiss, dropouts, 

harsh sibilance, and minor distortion were also addressed. – John Polito, Audio Mechanics 

 

Synopsis 

The film opens with what looks like black-and-

white home movie footage of a little toddler 

and her mother in a grassy yard with two lawn 

flamingos in the background. The pretty 

woman in a flowered dress, scoops up her 

delighted daughter and whirls her around. 

Meanwhile in a voiceover, a young woman 

attempts to ask her mother a question. 

Interrupting, the mother tells her: “Don’t ask 

me anything I cannot answer! What’s in those 

books? Get through school in one piece, have a 

pot to piss in, a window to throw it out of, and 

something left over when it is all said and 

done! Life goes on, with or without you.” The daughter finally queries: “Ma, did you stop having 

fun when you were my age or older?” 

 

In color now, we see an oval sign on the exterior of a handsome Brooklyn row home: “Alma 

Gold’s Flamingo Parlour.” A woman in a gold smock, flowered dress, and pearls slides open 

pocket doors and walks into a sunlit front room. She fastidiously arranges flowers, and props 

open a grand piano. Upstairs, a young woman in a bright floral skirt, binds her breasts. Her 

mother rolls out a large paper sign: “Happy 10th Anniversary.” The daughter, now also wearing 

two-toned biker shorts and a vibrant airbrushed tee, tiptoes into her mother’s room and writes a 

note.  
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Downstairs, wearing a demure white long-sleeved blouse and black skirt over her colorful outfit, 

Rainbow Gold tells her mother that she is heading out. “You’re almost late again! You certainly 

don’t take after me,” her mother Alma replies.  

 

And despite biking hard, Rainbow is late. She hands a note to two nuns, who look at it —and her 

— askance.  

 

In Prospect Park, Rainbow and two young men are dancing to the hip hop song “Black Music” 

playing on a big shiny boombox. They perform in front of an imposing monument to the 

Marquis de Lafayette dressed in bright colored tees with the name “A-Tracks” airbrushed on 

each. But despite the good location, their tip container is almost empty. Rainbow argues with her 

fellow dancers, Sea Breeze and Pepper — they need new moves or new shirts. And she tells 

Pepper she doesn’t want to go to his party just to listen to him talk about girls’ body parts and 

how he’s “going to turn them every which way but loose.” When two young women stop by and 

say hi, the guys leave Rainbow behind. 

 

Women having their hair done in Alma’s parlor salon gossip about a handsome rival stylist and 

about the upcoming tenth anniversary celebration. While Rainbow fiddles with balloons for the 

party, a handyman in overalls enters, carrying a delivery for Alma — a large globe and stand that 

he has repaired for her. He identifies himself as Lapis White, also known as Blue. The ladies in 

the salon are quite impressed with him.  

 

Rainbow unbinds her breasts and, hiding her ace bandage, dances in her bathrobe while she waits 

for her bathtub to fill. Alma comes in to put on lipstick and her daughter says that her mother’s 

demure navy party dress looks like something a church lady would wear to go door to door. 

Rainbow asks her mother why people tell her she looks like a tomboy. Alma replies: “Better 

smart than pretty.” When Rainbow wants her mom to leave before she gets in the bath, Alma 

tells her “You hardly have anything to be private about.” 

 

At the salon’s anniversary celebration, Alma’s guests toast her and then limbo and dance in 

sparkly, sequined, and colorful dresses. Blue, dressed up a smart gray outfit, takes her picture. 

When William B. Underdo III, the pompous local mortician, offers Alma a gift, Blue takes it 

from her and leads her off to dance. Another guest, in blue miniskirt and purple tights, sings an 

acapella tribute to Alma and her salon. Alma’s friend and fellow stylist Babs encourages her to 

give Blue, the handyman, a chance: “You want security? Listen to your heartbeat!”  

 

Catching Miles dancing with Rainbow in the kitchen, Alma tells him, “I have no interest in 

meeting my grandchildren now.” He leaves the party with the woman who sang to Alma. 

 

As Blue stages a group photo (instructing undertaker Underdo to step farther and farther back), a 

woman in an elaborate and daring dress and hat bearing a gift and singing: “Bon anniversaire, 

ma soeur!” Curtseying, she says, “Happy anniversary, sis” and blows Alma a kiss. 

 

Dressed in a clingy white silk negligee and a robe with white fur sleeves, Ruby Gold tells her 

sister that she won’t be staying long, just a little while to do a “little show.” She’s sorry she 

hasn’t come sooner, but it was just one thing after another. Alma replies she’s just glad to see 
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that she is all right; ten years is a long time, and her postcards didn’t say much. When Ruby 

admires the way Alma has taken care of their parents’ home, she replies that the house was left 

to them both. 

 

Rainbow waltzes in, dressed in pajamas and one of Ruby’s elaborate hats. “All grown up! Ain’t 

seen you since dog was a pup!” her aunt greets her. Rainbow tells her that she knows some 

French: “Voulez vous couchez avec moi ce soir?” Ruby has presents for both mother and 

daughter. Rainbow gets a daring red dress and Alma opens a box with a risqué garter belt. When 

Ruby asks Rainbow if she has a boyfriend, Alma replies that they are trying to get her through 

school “in one piece.”  

 

Rainbow looks through her aunt’s trunk, admiring a silky chartreuse dress and glamorous photos. 

In a dream, Rainbow is dancing sinuously with a handsome black man. The alarm rings and she 

sits bolt upright in her childhood bed. 

 

Hurrying to a job that “helps pay the bills,” Alma argues with her sister. For three weeks Ruby 

has been late every day and has missed the cab to take her to her rehearsals.   

 

Rainbow is rehearsing with the A-Tracks in the park. When he sees a pretty girl, Pepper leaves, 

then returns to take his boombox and Sea Breeze with him.  

 

In a gypsy cab, Ruby argues with the driver in French. 

 

Preparing a corpse for William Underdo, Alma fends off the mortician’s advances. She reminds 

him that she sends him payment for his loan with interest every month. After he leaves, Alma 

tells the body “Girl, be glad you’re dead.” 

 

Stranded in high heels in the middle of the street, Ruby vainly tries to hail a cab. 

 

Rainbow’s dance teacher tells her about dance tryouts — but if Rainbow is late again, she won’t 

let her into class.  

 

Trying on her aunt’s finery, Rainbow overhears Ruby screaming over the phone in French. She 

demands to be paid for her work. And no, she is not coming home; she is home! 

 

Alma, in a prim suit and carrying a briefcase, walks away from undertaker William Underdo’s 

building. Shortly after, Ruby walks up to his door. The mortician escorts Ruby to his vintage 

automobile, and asks “When are you going to change in those francs?” She touches his face and 

says “Daddy” before settling into the passenger seat.  

 

Ruby, in a red apron and holding a big hunk of watermelon, sings “This Little Light of Mine.” 

She vamps for Rainbow and Alma. Alma just wants to know where she relocated the jar with 

their mother’s ashes. She finds it and places it back where it belongs. 

 

After dinner in the garden, the three women drink wine and Ruby tells her niece what a great 

dancer Alma was back in the day. Alma asks her sister about all that rehearsing — she hasn’t 
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read anything in the newspapers about any performance. Then she asks if her sister is still 

performing “Josephine.” In reply to her niece’s query, Ruby tells Rainbow about Josephine 

Baker’s exciting and glamorous life. Alma chimes in again and again: “Died broke.” 

 

Rainbow asks her aunt “Do you think I could win an audition?” “Do you want to die broke too?” 

her mother responds. “You too good to audition!” her aunt exclaims. Perseverance, conviction, 

attitude and a whole lot of style are all she needs. After an evening of beauty instruction, 

Rainbow falls asleep in her aunt’s bed. The next day she asks Ruby if she is her real mother. As 

her aunt dresses in garter belt and high heels, Rainbow tells her she wants to go with to learn 

how to be a real star.  

 

Alma gives Blue a manicure and the two flirt. Blue waits for her as Rainbow gives him the once 

over. He mother comes downstairs in a green and white floral sundress. “I’m ready,” Alma tells 

him. 

 

Rainbow is all alone in front of the Lafayette memorial. In a corner Pepper and Sea Breeze, with 

their backs to the camera, compare their equipment and peeing distance. Pepper and Rainbow 

fight about the future of the A-Tracks as Sea Breeze tries to intervene. Pepper ends up bloodied 

and Rainbow quits the group. After she leaves, Pepper calls her a tomboy with “no titties” and 

Sea Breeze hits him. 

 

One of the nuns comes to Alma’s home and delivers the envelopes containing the absence 

excuse letters Rainbow forged. Furious, Alma runs after Rainbow and grabs her. As her daughter 

tries to fend her off, Alma knocks into the jar containing her mother’s ashes, which shatters as it 

hits the floor.  

 

Intercut with black-and-white footage of Alma and Ruby as young performers, Alma confronts 

Ruby and tells her to stop leading Rainbow astray. And she asks, when will Ruby pay back the 

money she stole when she left her “holding the bag?” Ruby tells her that she gave up too soon — 

that she settled for turning the Flamingo Sisters into the Flamingo Parlour. Alma asks how she 

could have gone with her on a string of one-night stands with a baby? She orders her sister to get 

out of her house. 

 

Rainbow is dancing in the park with Sea Breeze. Pepper interrupts and shuts off the boombox to 

tell her she is bleeding. Another girl wraps her sweater around Rainbow’s waist. Humiliated, 

Rainbow gets on her bike and leaves. Sea Breeze pushes the laughing Pepper away.  

 

Helping her daughter into the bath, Alma sees that Rainbow has been binding her chest — and 

why. Cut to a black-and-white scene of a young Alma in a flowered dress bathing toddler 

Rainbow in the tub.  

 

Alma tells Rainbow: “Don’t lie on your back, don’t drink milk, and stay away from boys.”  

Other women also offer advice:  

“If I was you, I wouldn’t do it with anybody… it really hurt!”  

“Don’t take hot baths, don’t play sports, and don’t sleep on your stomach!”  
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“You are a woman now, this is a sacred time for you — a time of renewal, a time of 

empowerment.”  

“When your time come, it’s just god and nature prepare you for life.”  

 

Alma gives Rainbow hot water with fresh ginger and advises: “Keep your pants up and your 

dress down and when you feel hot, take a cold shower.”  

 

Ruby looks glamorous in a pink dress in William Underdo’s sedan. He tells her that he is not her 

chauffeur and asks her what she does all day. “Watch,” she replies, “try and figure when things 

changed.”  

 

A messenger hand delivers an invitation to Alma: Ruby Gold in concert! 

 

Ruby interrupts a funeral to get Underdo to take her to her fitting. At the funeral parlor, she 

greets her guests in French. The audience consists of Underdo, Blue, Alma, and Rainbow. 

Dressed in a glamorous gown, Ruby sings acapella. Rainbow is aglow. Alma is on the verge of 

tears.  

 

Alma goes to see her sister at the funeral home. Ruby is in a canary yellow gown and carrying a 

matching feather boa. Alma hands her an envelope — all the way from France and containing a 

lot of money. She hopes that her sister will stay home with her. The two end up laughing and 

hugging.  

 

Ruby wakes Rainbow up from a dream to teach her how to walk into her audition. She should 

not walk like “somebody that don’t know nothing,” nor like “somebody pretending to know and 

they don’t.” She must walk like “I know who I am and I know where I’m going, so move out my 

way, I’m coming through.” She demonstrates. When Rainbow bemoans being a woman, her aunt 

tells her she isn’t a woman yet. She must remember “Do the best you can with what you got and 

that way you don’t owe anybody explanation or apology.” Rainbow promises to show her aunt 

her act tomorrow. 

 

The next day it is Alma and Ruby who sleep through the alarm, so Rainbow gets the salon ready 

and greets Babs when she arrives — replacing antimacassars and propping open the piano. Babs 

exclaims: “What don’t happen in a year happen in a day, them say!”  

 

Glorying in at her aunt’s photos and finery, Rainbow dresses up and practices her act. But she 

discovers that Ruby has gone. Alma explains that people like Ruby just have to keep moving.  

 

Ruby comes down to meet Blue, wearing a sexy red dress and a smile.  

 

As she looks into a hand mirror, Rainbow thinks about her aunt’s words “I know you’re 

somebody Rainbow, but who? If you don’t know, invent yourself!” She remembers her mother’s 

words too: “Keep your pants up and your dress down and when you feel hot, take a cold 

shower.”  

 

Wearing the sexy red dress her aunt brought her, Rainbow bicycles through the park.  
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Alma and Blue argue in the street. She is afraid to trust him and doesn’t like his gold tooth or his 

old truck. He answers that he is a “hard-working, good-for-something” man and he likes her. She 

gets behind the wheel and they drive off together.  

 

At Pepper’s party, streamers flow from the ceiling and everyone is dancing. Some dance solo, 

others dance in a group, many pair off. Sea Breeze is slow dancing with another girl, but when 

Rainbow arrives, they dance and look into one another’s eyes.  

 

In her home, Alma and Blue dance and embrace. 

 

Rainbow grabs Sea Breeze’s hand and tells him “Let’s do it,” as she leads him off the dance 

floor. In the underpass in the park, she says again, “Let’s do it,” and tries to open his fly. “Then 

we can get it over with and maybe even get to be friends again.” She pulls down her panties and 

they awkwardly try to figure out what to do next. Realizing that they don’t have condoms — 

“those things” — or much idea of what they are doing, they give up. 

 

Alma and Blue are in the middle of making love when they hear Rainbow call from outside. 

They quickly pull on their clothes. But one of Blue’s socks is off, Alma is mostly unbuttoned — 

and Rainbow gets the picture.  

 

The next morning, mother and daughter cuddle in bed. Rainbow puts away her dolls and pulls 

clothes and photos from under her mattress. She cuts her hair and models her vibrant new outfit 

for her approving mom. Alma tells her she needs a good breakfast before her audition “and a pot 

to piss in and a window to throw it out of” they say in unison. Rainbow heads off to her audition. 

Alone in the salon, Alma scats, sings and dances.  

Project Ayoka 

Milestone has a long-time devotion to creating (sometimes by force) more room in the cinematic 

canon for films that deserve critical attention and study but have been overlooked by film 

historians. In recent years, many archives and other distributors have joined this sometimes-

quixotic quest, but Milestone’s commitment to research, license, preserve, and present as much 

of a filmmaker’s work as possible, still separates the company from most others’ efforts. 

Fortunately, Ayoka Chenzira has retained rights for much of her work and has made them 

accessible for this project. Her standing in the field also has made it easier to obtain those that 

she did not own, most notably Williamswood and Pull Your Head to the Moon. We want to thank 

Hubert Lepka, Österreichischer Rundfunk (ORF), Twin Cities Public Television, Ted Hinck, 

Dancing in the Streets, Elise Bernhardt, and director David Rousséve for granting us or helping 

us obtain the rights to these two important works. For this ambitious restoration and distribution 

project, everything begins with Dr. Ayoka Chenzira, and we are very grateful for her 

participation. 
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Director’s Statement 

“I could write a book on the response to Alma’s Rainbow. The film 

took a long time to make. I raised all the money independently. 

Distributors came and looked at the film, and there was a real split 

between what the men thought about it and what the women thought 

about it. The response by women has been overwhelmingly positive. 

The response by men, who write the checks, was that it was not an 

action piece. There was no Black pathology; there was no movie 

point of reference for three Black women driving a story. They also 

see that it is not a linear narrative in the tradition of exposition, 

climax and resolution. The editing and story-telling are based on the 

emotions of the characters. This is something that women understood 

and men did not. We found a distributor who was not interested in 

selling it only to twenty-something White guys in the suburbs. 

Unfortunately, the arrangement with the distributor and our 

company did not work out; we did get the film back, however, unencumbered. This film grows 

out of mothers being afraid of their daughters’ own budding sensuality.”  

– Ayoka Chenzira, Ph.D. 

 

About the film 

Alma’s Rainbow (1993) is a coming-of-age comedy-drama about three Black women living in 

Brooklyn. Ayoka Chenzira’s feature film explores the life of teenager Rainbow Gold (Victoria 

Gabrielle Platt) who is entering womanhood and navigating conversations and experiences 

around standards of beauty, self-image, and the rights Black women have over their bodies. 

Rainbow attends a strict parochial school, studies dance, and is just becoming aware of boys. She 

lives with her strait-laced mother Alma Gold (Kim Weston-Moran), who runs a hair salon in the 

parlor of their home.  

 

When Alma’s free-spirited sister Ruby (Mizan Kirby) arrives after from Paris after a ten-year 

absence, the sisters clash over what constitutes the “proper” direction Rainbow’s life should take. 

Alma has fooled herself into believing she has no need of male companionship and advises her 

daughter to follow her example. Ruby encourages both her niece and her sister to embrace life — 

and love — fully and joyfully. Alma’s Rainbow highlights a multi-layered Black women’s world 

where the characters live, love, and wrestle with what it means to exert and exercise their 

agency. 

 

Alma’s Rainbow was written, directed, and produced by artist/educator, Ayoka Chenzira. An 

award-winning, internationally acclaimed film and video artist, Chenzira was one of the first 

African Americans to teach film production in higher education. She is also noted as the first 
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African American woman animator. Chenzira has a cameo in the film as one of the two nuns 

Rainbow runs into at her school. It was an accidental appearance as the actress who was 

supposed to be in the scene couldn’t make it to the set that day. 

 

The script was originally titled In All My Born Days. It was filmmaker Julie Dash who named the 

film Alma’s Rainbow. Dash and Chenzira were both protégées and close friends of 

filmmaker/playwright Kathleen Collins. Chenzira chose Collins’ co-producer/cinematographer 

Ronald K. Gray to shoot her first feature. 

 

Ayoka Chenzira remembers: “Parts of the film are autobiographical. My mother did own a 

beautiful beauty parlor where women came and told the most amazing stories and offered their 

opinions about the world. But mostly I wanted to make Alma’s Rainbow because as an adult 

living in Brooklyn, New York, I knew a lot of young girls who were having difficulties with their 

mothers. The stories were all the same. Mothers were holding daughters very, very close for fear 

of being teenage moms. And the daughters were becoming very creative at inventing ways to get 

out of the watchful eye of the mother. So, it’s in the center of this dance, where Alma’s Rainbow 

is situated. 

 

When it was time to show the film to potential distributors, they seemed very confused. I realized 

that they had not had a lot of exposure to African American history or black life or culture 

because they kept wondering how a single mother could own such a beautiful home. It seemed to 

be an unusual thing for them, and they were much more comfortable with stories where there 

was “more urban blight” than there was beauty on the screen.  

 

Alma’s Rainbow was the first and only movie that I’ve shot using 35mm film. It was shot in 21 

days, and it cost $350,000… I am still very proud of Alma’s Rainbow. It was produced at a time 

when there were no films from the standpoint of an African American girl, particularly one that 

was trying to come into one’s sense of one’s self… I think we did okay. (Smiles.) 

 

“It is politically very dangerous to believe that the only way to make films is to have a huge 

budget. That kind of thinking is pushing blacks out of the market.” — Ayoka Chenzira 

 

Ayoka Chenzira: Oral History: 

The following oral history was produced by the Academy Film Archive and 
Milestone Films. Jacqueline Stewart interviewed Ayoka Chenzira in Atlanta. 
Julie Dash was present at the interview. The three-hour conversation was 

edited for inclusion here. Thanks to Teague Schneiter, Brandon Coates, and 
the staff of the Academy Film Archive’s Oral History Department.  

Ayoka Chenzira: Beginnings 

I was born in Philadelphia in 1953. My birth name, which is a name that I don’t say anymore, it’s 

not a secret I just don’t say it. I was named after my mother’s best friend. And I understand that 
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they broke up because that best friend owed my mother a lot of money and didn’t repay her. So, 

that was not something that I wanted to carry around with me. And my last name was my 

father’s name. And that relationship between my mother and my father was not a good one. So, 

that is not a name that I wanted to carry around. When I was around, I think 18 or 19 years old I 

was working at New York University Hospital, the weekend shift… So, there was a friend, I met 

him at a party. I think he was from South Africa, and he said, “You’re walking around with the 

wrong name.” And I said, “I know.” And he was a priest in his tradition. And he said, “Let’s find 

the right name for you.” And so, we went through a series of names. And at one point my spirit 

when we said my current name just it’s like my spirit just said, “Yes!” And from that day on I’ve 

been known as Ayoka Chenzira. 

 

I grew up in North Philadelphia with my mom, a single mom who owned her own business. She 

owned a very spectacular beauty parlor where women from sort of all walks of life came, mostly 

African American women, women from the Caribbean and some Jewish women who lived in the 

neighborhood. So, I think of my early days, in terms of storytelling and women, to have started 

in my mother’s beauty parlor. Because I was surrounded by women and women’s stories at a 

very early age. I went to a Catholic school. Because that’s what you did if you couldn’t afford to 

send your child to private school, you sent them to Catholic school. Where I had to, you know, I 

learned to wear uniforms which my mother thought were not good enough. And so, because she 

sewed and reimagined vogue patterns she would buy these vogue patterns and restructure them. 

And so, I would get these school uniforms that were quite lovely, made of, you know, beautiful 

materials and lined. And I hated every minute of it. Because they didn’t look like everybody 

else’s. And that was kind of the story of my life. My mother trained me very early that different 

is good and to embrace it. It took me a while to learn that. But it has been a very powerful force 

in my life…. 

 

My mother loved the movies. I saw every age-inappropriate move you could think of. She loved 

the movies. So, you know, in the ’50s and ’60s what you have are these movie theaters with very 

large screens. And oftentimes red velvet drapes, you know, dramatic. And going to the movies 

wasn’t like it is today. It’s like, you know, “Hey, you want to go to the movies?” It’s like you 

planned to go to the movies. It was an event just like going to the airport to take a plane. It was a 

big deal. It was an event. And the movies were such that there were intermissions. So, you would 

plan to go to the movies. And you’d get dressed up. And you’d go into this, talking about an 

immersive experience, you know, people talk about immersion today. You know, going to the 

movies then had its own special algorithm…. 

 

But I will also connect the movies and growing up in the Catholic church. For me, when I think 

about my love of drama — of the theatrical; of color, shape, and form; of sound — it goes from 

the movies right to Catholic church. Because the Catholic church that I went to was palatial. I 

was one of those kids that crowned the blessed Virgin Mary, which was a really, really big deal. 

You know, it’s a lot of pomp and circumstance and marches around the neighborhood. And then 

you’d get up on a ladder and you would put a crown on the blessed Virgin Mary’s head. So, I 

grew up in what I would call kind of theater, a form of theater. 

 

I went to high school at a school called Girl’s High. And it was a school that prided itself in the 

fact that their students would go on to college. And so, I learned to type 90 words a minute, you 
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know, when I was in high school. Because they said, you were going to have to type term papers. 

But it was also an interesting experience in that it was coming around the time of when African 

American communities were becoming much more aware of their cultural identity. And there 

was a certain kind of rebellious spirit that was in the air. And so, I remember going to high 

school and not wanting to read works by any white authors. That I just wanted to deeply immerse 

myself in writers. I remember, you know, reading James Baldwin and feeling really nourished, 

really nourished and also reading Maya Angelou. You know, she had just come out with, I think 

that I have the time period right, I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings. Because I felt that I had read 

so many white writers. I’d read them as assignments. But suddenly I began to realize that they 

were more than assignments. They were another way of having you frame the world.  

 

And so, when I got to high school I began to think about re-framing. And there was a lot of 

support. Because coast to coast, the notion of blackness which, you know, so many of our 

parents, you know, were, you know, appalled. Just the idea of you calling yourself black. Like 

what are you talking about? Because if there were two ways that you could insult, particularly 

young black and brown girls, one was to call them nappy-headed, and the other was to call them 

black. So, people did not want to be black and nappy headed. So, the idea of bracing blackness 

and nappy-headedness, parents were like losing their minds. And it was wonderful. It was 

wonderful… 

 

But somewhere around 11th grade, I started seeing more and more films. So, we saw films from 

Brazil, films from Japan, films from Italy, films from Czechoslovakia, which I loved to spell 

Czechoslovakia. It’s like I really thought I was doing something. I had this pencil case where it 

had these rings on it and you lined up the city and the country. And so, I learned about 

Czechoslovakia through that. But we got to see a lot of different kinds of films and to learn that 

there was a writer and a director. At that time not a cinematographer, not an editor, not a 

production designer, not a sound designer but a writer and a director.  

 

And I said to my mom, “I want to go to school to learn how to be a film director.” And she said, 

“I don’t know what that person does, but what do you need?” And I said, “I need a camera. I’m 

going to go to NYU.” And so, we went downtown Philadelphia. And at this time, you paid cash 

for everything. Because if you were a single woman, you couldn’t get store credit. And we walk 

into a store where they sold film and motion picture and still cameras. And my mother said, “I 

want to buy a camera for my daughter.” And the salesperson just couldn’t make the sentence 

work. And he couldn’t, like hide it on his face that he was confused. And so, my mother said, 

“My daughter is going to (College of New Rochelle), and she needs a camera.” And he just still. 

(laughs) And so finally I got my first Super 8 camera. My mother plucked down the cash for it… 

 

Ayoka Chenzira: College 

They did not have a film program. They had an art program. And film was within that art 

program. And so, that’s why I needed the Super 8 camera. And so, I studied painting and 

drawing and sculpture and film at the College of New Rochelle. And, you know, I was in the city 
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every day… I ended up studying things that I didn’t think that I was going to study. I thought I 

was going to just study film. And I got this fabulous fine arts training. But it just was too small. 

So, I was there for a year. And then I moved to the city and went to NYU [New York University] 

…. 

 

So, there was a lot of testosterone. 

And what I saw was white, male 

comradery like I had never seen 

before. And it took me a moment to 

calibrate. But what I was seeing is 

that a lot of their fathers worked in 

the industry. And so, they had that 

natural connection with each other. 

But I want to say this in a way that 

is helpful and clear. So, I grew up as 

a, let’s say, with a hippy sensibility. 

So, I had been around progressive 

people from all cultures, people who 

were into various forms of 

experimentation, people who wore, 

you know, the American flag on 

their butts, you know, on their jeans 

and walked the streets barefoot. I 

had moved through a lot of different 

communities. So, being in the 

presence of a lot of white men was not off-putting to me. It was how they interacted with each 

other that was different than what I knew. And then I was like, ah, as I began to talk with them, 

they were the sons of people who were in the industry. A lot of them in television, their fathers 

worked in television. So, there were more men at the school than women. And there were three 

black students during the time that I was there. One was from Haiti. A man from Haiti. Another 

man from the US. And Barbara [PH], another woman…. 

 

And at NYU, it’s a time where you have pitched your 

project and see if other people wanted to work on it. 

And nobody wanted to work on my projects. ’Cause, 

you know, working on Syvilla: They Dance to Her 

Drum is not going to get you to Hollywood. But I was 

not interested in going to Hollywood. Because 

everything that I understood was that Hollywood was 

not a space that was supportive of black and brown 

people. And there was enough evidence, historically, in 

terms of filmmaking to see that… 

 

My two favorite teachers. One was Peter Glishonic who would always describe himself as a 

Russian Jew. And I would spend time with him in the summer. And he kind of took me under his 

wing. He had made a lot of films. He worked as a cinematographer for many years. He had done 
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a wonderful film on Martha Graham. And I don’t know, he saw something in me. We just got 

along. And he taught me how to edit listening to music from gypsies.  

 

And my other favorite teacher and I would say favorite, as in influential, was a man named 

George Stoney who was a documentary film maker, who was just extraordinary. I mean, George 

was… he was the first person that I met who was politically active as it relates to filmmaking. 

You know, looking at, you know, community cable, having communities be able to tell their 

stories. He was a documentary filmmaker. He was extremely supportive of my work and very 

generous with me. And those two men were very helpful. Because at NYU I was becoming 

frustrated. Because it was clear that I was not going to be supported.  

 

I first wanted to be a cinematographer and then a director. And it was clear that I was not being 

supported in either discipline. So, I went to the head of the film school, who at the time was Haig 

Manoogian, who was someone who was very beloved in cinema. And Haig and I fought. And he 

eventually said to me, “You should be an editor because women are good with their hands.” And 

he didn’t mean that in a sexual way. I think he meant it from a standpoint of the craft of editing 

and how it might be more like sewing. And I was so furious with my 19-year-old self. I mean, 

my 19-year-old self was quite furious. And I decided that I wanted to take a break from NYU…. 

 

So, I arranged to have an internship at a place that was called Third World Newsreel where they 

were doing a lot of, I would say, forward-thinking and progressive films from a story point of 

view. And material that I was not seeing at NYU developed. And so, I went, and I got credit for 

it. So, I was able to graduate on time. But there I got a chance to work with a historian, Pearl 

Bowser. I got to work with Sue Robeson [Susan Robeson], Paul Robeson’s granddaughter. And I 

got to work with a very powerful Asian filmmaker named Christine Choi. And they, you know, 

it’s here I’m getting exposed to African cinema, to Southeast Asian cinema, to activism, to 

grassroots cinema. And none of this was taught at NYU at the time. And so, they took me under 

their wing. And it really opened up the world to me in terms of cinema was more than what I was 

seeing in the movie theaters coming out of Hollywood…. 

 

I was doing a lot of different things at NYU. So, I’m partly at Third World Newsreel. I’m also 

dancing at this time with Syvilla Fort who is an incredible, important, undocumented, unsung 

hero in black dance and the story of black dance. So, I was doing a film about her. So, mostly 

what I worked on, you know, you work on these thesis projects at NYU. And Syvilla Fort was 

my thesis project. 

 

I think, but I’m not sure, that [meeting Kathleen Collins] might have been through Pearl Bowser. 

Because Kathleen and Pearl were close. I remember going to a party at Pearl’s house. I just don’t 

know. But I think that it may be around the time that I finished Syvilla. But I’m not sure. It just 

seemed like she was always there… 

 

Kathleen Collins was my daughter’s godmother.… Kathleen Conwell Collins Prettyman was 

extraordinary and quirky and weird and smart and smarter than anybody else and generous and 

critical. Kathleen grew up in a small town, I forget where, and her father was the undertaker in 

the town. She was an intellectual. She went to the Sorbonne. She spoke fluent French. She edited 
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pornography ’cause she wanted a house. And she wanted a house in a great part of town. And 

editing pornography was a fast way to get there. She read everything…. 

 

I know that Kathleen is responsible for me going into higher education. She called me one day. 

She taught at the City College of New York for many years. And she ran something called the 

Picker Film Institute, which was named after David Picker who died, you know, recently. And, 

you know, Picker used to run Columbia [Pictures]. And she called and she said, “I’m going on a 

break. And I would love for you to teach for me and run the institute, you know, while I’m on 

this break.” And I said, “Sure.” And she said, “Plus, you’re doing all this experimental 

filmmaking. You’re going to need money to feed my godchild.” Yep, she was very blunt. And 

so, I went. I interviewed with a couple of people.  

 

And what I didn’t know was that as a person who facilitates teaching and learning you learn as 

much or perhaps more from your students than you give. It is just an amazing conversation; I 

think if you do it well and you care. You know, if you’re not doing the top-down experience 

where you lecture and then they take notes, and you give an exam. But if you’re really engaged 

in conversation with your students, it is an extraordinary experience with lots of very rich 

possibilities. And I had no idea. And so, she gave me that gift.  

 

What she didn’t tell me was that she was dying and that she was looking for someone to 

basically take her place at City College. And when she died, I was just furious with her. I was 

furious with her for maybe two years. Because we were close. And she didn’t tell me. But then, 

in talking with other people, what I learned is that she called a lot of her friends and gave them 

gifts such as that. So, she set us all up in some way. And so, it is because of her that I fell in love 

with teaching and learning. And so, I’ve practiced as an artist all my life. And I’ve practiced as 

an educator for most of my life. 

Ayoka Chenzira: Early Work 

I started a family. So, I have a partner and a daughter. And my partner, Thomas Pinnock, was a 

dancer and choreographer. He’s since passed away. And he had his own dance company which 

was Choreo-Mutation… He’s from Jamaica. How he got to the United States, he was a principle 

dancer with the National Dance Theater of Jamaica. And he wanted to come to the United States. 

And he got a Martha Graham Scholarship… But he ends up coming to the United States, dancing 

with the Rod Rogers Dance Company. And they’re touring the world. And ends up on Broadway 

in the musical Reggae which is 1980 which is the year our daughter Haj was born. And so, we 

had this daughter who is being raised by two creative people in the house which I can say is not 

easy. Because she’s also growing up as a creative person herself. And now is a producer and 

director in film and television and theater. But yeah, I’m sitting in a Broadway show with a baby 

in my arms looking at my man on stage in a Broadway show. It was a very interesting household. 

 

 

There’s a woman named Terry Williams who was the program coordinator for the Black 

Filmmaker Foundation. And Terry called me one day to say that she was leaving to head the PR 
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for Essence magazine. And she asked me if I would be interested in taking the job. And I said, 

“Let me think about it. Yes.” And that’s literally how I found my way to the Black Filmmaker 

Foundation which that part of my life is really interesting. Because that’s where I get to meet 

most of the black filmmakers in the country. I mean, Warrington Hudlin, who created the Black 

Filmmaker Foundation, was really, I think, genius. He saw a rich opportunity in that you have all 

of these people sort of independently making these, you know, little films or bigger films around 

the country. And they’re not connected. They’re just connected by the desire to make film and a 

need to find financing to make the film, finish the film, start the film. And he figured out how to 

organize us. And that was the Black Filmmaker Foundation. And so, I spent time working with 

him on film festivals. It is because of him that most people had their first international film 

festival experience. I remember when I got the call to go to Amsterdam and to do programs in, 

you know, Berlin.  

 

We organized a 14-country tour throughout Africa showing films made by African American 

people. And I went by myself with those films to Anglophone countries and sent two other 

filmmakers to the Francophone countries. So, that was, I would say, a very powerful experience 

the first time realizing that, you know, you’re not the only one who is trying to figure this out. 

And it’s where, I think, the Black Filmmaker Foundation had a conference which is where I 

actually met Julie Dash and other people. It was in New York. And many of us have remained 

friends for all these years because of these events and particularly that New York conference 

where we were all brought together. 

 

So, as you know, I grew up in a beauty parlor, where, you know, I say that I got my BFA at, you 

know, NYU. I got my EDM at Columbia. I got my PhD at Georgia Tech, but I got my life degree 

in my mother’s beauty parlor. One of the things I’ve discovered about myself, and I’m much 

clearer about it now than I’ve ever been in my life, is that I enjoy taking on things that I’ve never 

done before. There’s something about that challenge that is very thrilling to me, life supporting 

to me. And it feels somewhat like a spiritual practice. If I already know how to do something, I 

don’t think I need to do it. The challenge for me, the thrill, the excitement, lies in what can I 

learn from doing what I don’t know how to do.  

 

So, in the early ’80’s, I’m living in Brooklyn in Bedford-Stuyvesant. There’s a lot of black 

culture. A lot of people doing things, figuring things out, making new things. And in the midst of 

all this blackness, I start to notice that there are men and woman who are out on the street with 

shower caps on their heads. And standing in bank lines waiting to deposit money with shower 

caps on their heads. And I didn’t know what it was. And, you know, you don’t want to tap 

anybody and say, “Excuse me miss, why do you got a shower cap on your head?” But it’s so 

present. And I don’t know why I didn’t see it earlier. It’s almost like I looked up and it was 

everywhere. Everywhere. So, I had to go find out what that was about. And someone explained 

to me, this is the jheri curl. This is the process. You spray this activator on your head. You put 

the shower cap on, which, you know, heats it up and activates. Basically, you go from being like 

nappy, woolly, kinky hair to something that’s just a little bit more, as they would say, relaxed 

and manageable.  

 

I mean, my mother, I grew up in a beauty parlor where she did, you know, press and curl and 

perms. But, one thing she was always very, very clear about, is that we have good hair. She was 
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mad at Pearl Bailey. Pearl Bailey was on a game show… Pearl Bailey was on a game show. And 

the question was, “What is the best kind of hair to have? Kinky or straight?” And Pearl said, 

“Straight.” And my mother never forgave her. And so, when clients would come to the beauty 

parlor, she would take it on herself to do this little education, you know, for them and say, “The 

reason why kinky hair is so valuable is because you can do more with it.” You know, as an artist, 

you can do a lot more with it. So, this idea that our hair, the kinky hair was being thought of as 

something that was not good, not valuable, was disturbing to me.  

 

I didn’t want to do finger pointing. And I didn’t want to be the hair police. I wanted to talk about 

it from a higher level if you will. And I thought that animation and satire would give audiences a 

way in, as opposed to interviewing people to ask them about their hair. Because it’s such a 

complicated and sensitive issue in our communities. But I didn’t know how to do animation. I 

knew the concept of animation. I know how many frames it takes to make the illusion of 

movement if you’re going to, you know, if you’re doing work at 24 frames per second, I knew 

that math. But I didn’t really know how to do animation. I hadn’t really done it before.  

 

And so, I just said, “I can figure this out.” So, as I said, 

sometimes it’s very helpful when you don’t know 

something. So, I went to an art store, and I just started 

looking at paper. And I chose a particular kind of paper 

and just started cutting things out in my house. And I 

began moving the images, I would get what I wanted. 

And I practiced, you know, a few times. And then I 

decided that I needed equipment. So, I enrolled in an 

animation course at the New School and got to use their 

animation equipment and finished Hair Piece. 

 

The voice is Carol-Jean Louis, who is an actor who has an amazing voice. Her natural voice 

sounds like Butterfly McQueen. And she is funny, and she can do men, women, old people, 

young people, doesn’t matter, I mean she’s very gifted. And, you know, I knew her. And I said, 

“Would you do this?”  And she said, “Yes.” And, you know, the soundtrack, it just came to me. 

The kind of right language from various songs that I had grown up with. 

 

You know the opening of Hair Piece, there are these black and white images? I used to work as 

what they call a pro-temp. I don’t know if they still have that in New York, but it’s a professional 

temporary secretory. And you could call them up and you say, you know, “I need work from like 

a Wednesday to a Friday, do you have anything?” And because I had these typing skills that I 

mentioned before, you know, I’d go and, you know, do secretarial work for extra money. But 

they had some things that were valuable. And one of the most valuable things to me was a 

photocopy machine. And so, on my breaks, I would draw the opening to Hair Piece and 

photograph it on their machines and then eventually film those. 

 

There are a couple moments that I’ve had recently around Hair Piece that surprised me. One was 

the Whitney acquired it. And the other was the National Film Registry. And it was just a real 

wow moment. You know, it’s a tiny film. It’s a film that’s in conversation with Black women 

and Black people, and I would say black and brown people around the world who get it, you 
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know, who know this story. But I don’t think of the National Film Registry as being part of that 

conversation. So, I was like, who is looking and who is paying attention? So, it was quite a 

surprise in that regard, and also obviously quite an honor. I’m like Brokeback Mountain and Hair 

Piece, that’s a good program. Somebody is really forward-thinking here. 

 

I had an opportunity, I mentioned this earlier, I had an opportunity to organize a touring 

expedition of Black American independent cinema throughout Africa. And there were 

Anglophone countries and Francophone countries. And I’m travelling by myself with films. It 

was the first time I’d been to Africa. And I went to West Africa, East Africa, some parts of 

Southern Africa, and then there were some places I wanted to go. This was funded by USAID… 

But, while I was there, I had a chance to not only exhibit the films, but also to meet with people 

in communities and to go to parties. And one of the things that I noticed was, even if I didn’t 

speak the language in a particular community, we could talk to each other through the language 

of dance. And I said, “There’s something special here.” And so, when I got home, I began to 

research those connections. And I learned so much about dance, you know, that I didn’t know.… 

 

When I began to do the research for Zajota and the Bogey 

Spirit I saw how survival and role playing shows up in our 

dance. And so, I spent a lot of time researching that project. 

Africa, particularly West Africa, the Caribbean, the South, and 

the North, looking for those connections. So, that’s one aspect 

of the film. 

 

The other aspect is, this is where you see me suddenly become 

very interested in new technologies as part of my tools for 

experimentation. So, in Zajota and the Bogey Spirit, some of it is film, actual film. And I’ll tell 

you about that process in a moment, ’cause I think it’s interesting. And some of it is pulling in 

other recorded assets that were done on video, such as the water that’s in the film and then 

putting the animation of top of the water.  

 

The animation is to my knowledge, and the archivists will tell me if this is right or not, is the first 

time we’re seeing frame by frame video animation high resolution. I was part of a board of 

directors for an organization. There was a man there who worked for, I forget if it’s Sony or 

Panasonic, and he was at some company, we were talking and he said, “We have a new camera 

at this post-production facility, and it will do frame by frame video, would you like to come and 

test it?” And I said, “Yes.” And they let me shoot all of the drawings that you see in Zajota on 

this camera…  

 

There were these post-production houses in New York and see now we’re going from film to 

video, in New York that were dead between the hours of about 11 at night to six in the morning. 

And so, they would rent them out to independent filmmakers. And you would get to use this 

state-of-the-art equipment, post-production equipment for very, very, very little money. And 

that’s how Zajota got done. And so, it’s through Zajota and through video and the technology 

involved in post-production, where for the first time, I could get closer to what I saw in my head, 

I could actually get that right onto the screen, because of the instant feedback. And you could 
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make adjustments, just like you could do in dance, in music, in sculpture, in painting, and in 

drawing. 

 

I have a friend at the time, Richard Barclift. And Richard Barclift specialized in dance, in 

drawing dancers and sports players. But his work looks very calligraphic. He can draw you as 

fast as you can move. And so, the drawings that you see, the ones that look more calligraphic, is 

Richard’s work. And I brought in an animator from Ghana to do the other drawings. And 

together, you know, we figured out, I think, this very interesting style. 

Ayoka Chenzira: The Making of Alma’s Rainbow 

I wrote a screenplay on my first Apple computer. And it got accepted [for the Sundance 

Institute]. And I went out to Sundance. And it was kind of surreal in some ways. First of all, it’s 

in Utah. In Provo, Utah, a place where I’d never been. It’s in the summer. It’s very warm. And 

then there are these snow-capped mountains. And people would say, “Put on sunblock. You’ll 

get sunburn… 

 

I got a call because they usually 

had a group of actors who would 

go to Sundance. And you would 

use these actors to, you know, 

begin to pull out scenes from 

your script to photograph scenes. 

So, they have their pool. But 

there were no black people in the 

pool. So, they called, and they 

said, “Well, you know, who are 

some people that, you know, we 

could call?” Which I thought was 

wonderful. But it was also the 

first time that someone said to 

me, “Well, who would you like 

to be in your movie?”  
 

So, I brought in Rosalind Cash, Tisha Campbell, who was about 12 years old, and Anna 

Horsford. And those were my three actors that I kind of played with during that time in what 

became later known as Alma’s Rainbow. And we were quite a motley crew. Tisha, who was 

about 12, she and I just saw each other again two years ago at a women’s film festival here in 

Atlanta… Rosalind, you know, had this gorgeous mane of locks. And, you know, she was just so 

physically beautiful… And Anna Horsford was, you know, funny and just a really fantastic 

storyteller. It was a very, very, very, very good time. And Sundance was very  

supportive of the project. I remember Robert Redford being very kind and generous and 

supportive. 
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It was also my first opportunity to just play and work as a filmmaker. So, I had come from music 

and dance. And I had done some still photography. And in those disciplines, you have more 

room to play. In film, it seemed like you had to shoot and then put head and tail credits on 

whatever you shot. There wasn’t this form of play, which is why, you know, experimental 

cinema was so valuable to a spirit like me, ’cause it allowed for iterative work. And it allowed 

you to treat cinema a little bit more like cooking, where, you know, when you cook certain kinds 

of foods, they’re fine the first day, but the second and third day, oh, those spices have gotten in 

there. And it’s, you know, it’s different.  

 

And film was just like, come on, come on, come on, go, money is, you know, money is flying 

out the window, let’s go. So, at Sundance, you had breathing room. And you had people to talk 

with who, you know, had been making films for a long time. So, for example, I became very 

good friends with Waldo Salt who wrote Midnight Cowboy and Coming Home. And he and I 

stayed friends close to when he died. You know, he had an apartment in New York. And I used 

to go and visit him, and we would talk screen writing. And he would say, “I’m going to tell you 

some secrets and the old white boys are going to be mad at me, but I’m going to tell you 

anyway.” Yeah, it was an opportunity to have unfiltered conversations with people who had 

worked in the industry for a very long time. 

 

I originally wrote this kind of as an after school special. And there was a stock market crash 

during the time when I was trying to raise money. And a lot of distributors — kind of small and 

midsize commercial distributors — literally it seemed overnight went out of business. And, you 

know, when you’re trying to raise money for a commercial project, it’s a very different animal 

than raising money for a grant-funded project. It’s still the same in terms of rules of integrity 

around business and financing. But it’s different in that there’s a lot more players at the table 

who have investments. And it’s just different in terms of how many people have expectations for 

the project.  

 

I think about this film, you know, as I’m putting together my papers and thinking about my life, 

Alma’s Rainbow is a project that I learned a lot from, a lot about myself, as well as the work. So, 

it was a time when I saw young girls having a very difficult time, having particularly difficult 

times with their partners, in particular with their mothers. And I had a difficult time with my 

mother. It was, you know, in many ways a household of, “You can be anything, don’t let 

anybody stop you, but do what I say.” And, you know, it’s like a mixed message, right? So, there 

are parts of it that are autobiographical, but most of it is not. But I wanted to talk a little bit about 

that tension between mothers and daughters and particularly as it relates to coming into one’s 

own sexual expression.  

 

And so, I wrote this script. It went to Sundance where it got further developed. And then I had to 

raise money for it. And at this time, is what’s coming into places, what we call the feature 

creature. So, you know, if you were going to be taken as a real serious filmmaker, you had to 

make a feature, and it had to be in 35mm. And I say I learned a lot because in retrospect, I don’t 

know that I would have done Alma’s Rainbow as a 35mm film if I had to do it again.  

 

So, I had started looking for money, you know, grants were one place. At this time, you could 

really put together what’s called a patchwork quilt of funding. Hands are tied a little bit 
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differently now. But there was much more flexibility. So, Channel Four, there was something, I 

don’t remember, some organization, anyway whatever happened, a representative from Channel 

Four in England was at this event, and there was a long line to get to this man, and I stood in that 

long line. And, you know, this is the day of Kinko’s and, you know, doing everything yourself 

and designing everything yourself. And so, I stood in that long line with my little packet. And I 

got up to him and I said, “I’ve been in this line a long time, here’s my film, you know, if you 

have any questions, you know, call me.” Two weeks later, I get this notice, did it come by 

phone? Maybe by phone. And an assistant called and said, “Would you please hold for this 

person?” And he said, “We’d like to put some money in Alma’s Rainbow.” I was like, “Oh 

goodness, yes, yes.”  

 

Because I had been through a line of crazy investors, you know, the investors who want their 

girlfriend in the movie who is 30, but, you know, has to play like 14. Just craziness. So, all the 

money was put together, you know, even after the stock market crash, was able to put together 

350 thousand dollars to do this 35mm film, which we shot in, I don’t know, maybe about 10 or 

15 days. 

 

Mable Haddock [of the National Black Programming Consortium] is somebody who was very, 

very supportive of my career. So, you know, Corporation for Public Broadcasting, Channel Four, 

I think the Jerome Foundation put money into it. I think New York Foundation for The Arts put 

money in it. You know, it was just a community coming together to support this work. 

 

Some of it was autobiographical and some of it was observational. I knew that I wanted to talk 

about a young girl growing up with a mom who was 

supportive but also strict in some ways, because that 

had been somewhat my experience. Budding 

sexuality. And then, the character of Ruby. So, 

there’s Rainbow, the daughter; Alma the mother; 

and the mother’s sister, Ruby, who is like a 

Josephine chanteuse character who brings all of the 

sexuality and the vitality and the energy and the 

color into the house. The house is much more closed 

and disciplined. It’s one of those things where young people need so much support.  

 

And what I often think, even to this day, when I meet parents of students who I’m teaching, it’s 

like, they don’t remember when they were young people. You know, and I know that a lot of it is 

out of safety and love. But if you just could remember a minute when you were like trying to 

figure it out. So, it’s a story about a young girl trying to figure it out with different kinds of 

strategies for obstacles. 

 

The house, that very beautiful home, is located in Harlem. 

It was owned by Peggy Dillard Toone and her husband. 

Peggy Toone had been a model. And her husband was an 

artist. And she let us rent her house, which was, you know, 

the design of that house lent itself so beautifully to the 
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film. And in the story, it’s written that it was Alma and Ruby’s parents’ home. And we shot parts 

of the exterior in Brooklyn. 

 

Ronald Gray [the cinematographer on Alma’s Rainbow] is eccentric, which is straight up my 

alley. He is funny and arrogant and eccentric and confident and smart and very… he’s just very 

knowledgeable about film. And we were friends. We had done film work together and we’d also 

done work together around how to better support black and Latino independent filmmakers. So, I 

knew Ronald. And when you know people kind of deeply you share a language, both spoken and 

unspoken. And this is the relationship that Ronald and I had. We could finish each other’s 

sentences. It was spoken and unspoken.  

 

And what we talked about was the character of Alma, the mother. She’s a person who used to be 

much freer than how you see her in most of the film. She had a past that she had closed the door 

on in terms of the singing career that she and the sister, Ruby, had together before their 

relationship was torn apart. And I wanted Alma to feel dated. So, if you’ll notice the clothes that 

she wears appear to be from another era. She’s usually more buttoned up. The colors are a little 

bit darker. She has a much more formal presentation. She likes order and neatness, and 

cleanliness and she also likes beauty.  

 

And what Ronald and I talked about as a way to kind of date the visual presentation is to have 

more depth of field in the frame and to not move the camera a whole lot, and to let the action 

play itself out within the frame as way to kind of have this more formal feeling. We talked about 

that. And then the funny thing is that we found this house which actually leant itself to no 

moving. Because brownstones, even the big ones, by the time you see all the wood, you know, it 

gets small. It’s beautiful, but it’s smaller. And this particular house also had a lot of mirrors. So, 

you have to shoot around, figure out how to shoot around the mirrors as well. 

 

 

Sydney Kai Inis [the costume designer] was 

extraordinary. She was sort of in the commercial 

world and in the independent world. Sydney could 

go in your closet and go, “This, this, this, this, this, 

this, this, this,” and go, “bam”, and you’d be like, 

“Wow.” I mean she could just pull the most, things 

that you wouldn’t see or things that you wouldn’t 

think would work together. I’m thinking of, there’s 

a character named Lapis Blue who’s the love 

interest of Alma and she found this patchwork jacket for him that kind of looks like kente cloth 

with something. She was just extraordinary. I mean she really, one of the things I talked to 

Sydney about is that the costuming is also character. The house is a character, the costuming is a 

character as well, and she really got it. She got the kind of dated glamor of Ruby, the sister, who 

in some ways had gotten through life being the pretty girl, and by the time she got to Europe, you 

know, she could play at being this Josephine Baker chanteuse without really knowing how to 

sing so well. But all this likes, you know, it’s all style. 
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We had I think maybe a week of casting and Kim Weston-Moran is helping us with casting. So, 

she’s the person who reads lines with people who are auditioning. And we went through, we may 

have seen 300 people for that film, and one of the things that I noticed was that the majority, I 

would say 99.2 percent of the women who auditioned for the parts of Alma and Ruby came in 

with wigs. And I turned to Kim, and I said, “Does everybody like wear a wig to audition?” She 

said, “You know, that’s what the commercial world is looking for from African American 

women.” I would periodically ask one of the actors that I was interested in, “Would you mind 

removing your wig?” And they did and they would say, “Girl,” you know, “this is what we got to 

do to get parts.” And they would just be gorgeous. It would just be another part of their spirit that 

would shine through that was more recognizable to me than what I was seeing.  

 

So, at the end of the day, at one point I just looked at Kim, because she’d been reading with us 

for a week and I was like, “I think you’re Alma.” And she’s like, “Moi?” So that’s how she got 

the part of Alma. Originally, the singer, Cassandra Wilson, was contracted to play Ruby. And 

she had been working with a friend of mine, Jean-Paul Bourelly, who’s a musician, and so we 

hired her, she had never acted before, we arranged for a coach for her, and then she came to me 

while we were in rehearsal and she said, “I just got offered an opportunity to do a tour and I want 

to do it.” And I said, “Cassandra, I understand. Contract done. Go. Love you.” And then we had 

to find somebody.  

 

And I started asking around and it wasn’t 

easy because you sort of needed the person 

to have seen the world and if they hadn’t to 

at least have something in the body that 

suggested that they had, that they kind of 

knew this world. And people kept saying, 

“You need to see Mizan Nunes. Based on 

how you’ve described this character, you 

have got to see this woman.” We went to I 

think somewhere in the Village to her little, 

tiny apartment and I looked all around the apartment, and I was like, “This is Aunt Ruby. This is 

truly Aunt Ruby.” And she came, I mean she just embodied that character. She came in, learned 

her lines very, very quickly, because we were already in rehearsal and just ran with the part. 

 

Well, let me talk about Victoria Platt. She’s just a kid and she came, and she auditioned, and we 

were like, “That’s her.” Just immediately. She was so good and so professional, and her father 

used to bring her to rehearsals and to the shoot every day and just wait for her. She was great. 

And she actually helped us to find, who did she help us to find? I think some of the background 

talent, they had all gone to this performing arts afterschool program, I don’t remember all the 

details, but she was just wonderful. Now the three of them came primarily from theater.  
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So, I am in Alma’s Rainbow playing a nun, a role 

I’m very familiar with, because the actress didn’t 

show up. And it was like, “We got to keep 

moving, we got to, you know, make these pages, 

we got to go, give me the nun’s outfit. Does it 

fit? Okay.” That’s why I’m in it. 

 

So, the film was shot, it’s in the can, people who 

you’ve been living and working with for months 

now suddenly go home. And I had to raise more money for post-production… Anyway, we get 

to post-production, I don’t remember quite how I met her, but Lillian Benson edited Alma’s 

Rainbow and she edited it in John Carter’s apartment — John Carter was one of the foremost 

African American editors. He was working in LA, but he had an apartment with an editing room, 

and that’s on 57th Street and Eighth Avenue, and that’s where we cut Alma’s Rainbow. And then 

later, I actually took over the apartment. Lillian cut the film and then after it’s edited, you still 

got to sound mix, and color correct, and cut the negative, and do titles.  

 

And at this point, Spike Lee had really upped the bar in terms of how titles were supposed to 

look, and I called his company to find out what it would cost to do the titles. That cost was as 

much as the film. I was like, “Okay. Okay. Well, we’re going to have to figure this out another 

way.”  

 

And then I was calling around for the cost for sound mixing. Because between the time you do 

the original budget, and you actually get there. The cost can change. And I was just like, “I’m not 

sure I’m going to, I don’t know, I don’t know, we’re going to need more money, we’re going to 

need more money.” I go to bed; I had this dream. Much of my life, go to bed, take a nap, get up, 

there’s a solution. So, this is during a period of time, when film people and video people really 

weren’t hanging together. You know what I’m saying? Like there was a little snobbism on the 

part of film, you know, it was like, “I am the filmmaker, and you are the video person that does, I 

don’t know, news or whatever.” But I never really saw it that way. I just saw it as tools of the 

trade. I had this idea that sound mixing, that I didn’t need to go to a traditional sound mixing film 

postproduction studio, that I could maybe go where video artists go.  

 

I call this company that did films for National Geographic, and I said, “Have you all ever mixed 

a film before?” And I said, “And what technology do you use?” And by now, video had gone to 

Pro Tools. Pro Tools was just coming out. And there were a few companies that had Pro Tools, 

which is a way of mixing sound digitally. And I said, “I have this feature film that I did, it’s 

about 85 minutes, and I’m wondering if we might work together to mix it?” And they said, 

“We’ve never done anything like this, but we could try.” I said, “Well, you know how to use the 

equipment, I know where the sound should be and what I want,” I said, “Probably the things that 

you don’t know are when a character walks off the screen you want to hear those footsteps and a 

door closing,” and I said, “So we’re going to need some sound effects, we’re going to need some 

Foley work, we’re going to need.” And they said, “Well, come on, let’s try it.”  

 

It took us about a week, and we mixed Alma’s Rainbow in this little postproduction place with 

Pro Tools. It was fantastic. And they would pull the sound for me, we’d go in and do the Foley 
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work and it was, I’m not going to tell you the price. Well, I didn’t tell you the company. I don’t 

know if they’re still in business. But I would say, let’s just say that it was under $20,000 to mix 

the film. What I was getting from the studios, I don’t remember, but it would have been like 

double or three times that amount. 

 

Slowly we’re getting through Alma’s Rainbow and finally it’s done. And it premiered in 

Philadelphia. Philadelphia has an International Film Festival, and we got the Mother’s Day slot. 

Who could ask for anything better? And a woman named Linda Blackaby programmed that, and 

it was a packed house. Yeah. And I was glad that my family, and particularly my mother, could 

come because when I was at NYU she was under pressure from the family and friends saying, 

“Now what does she do?” So, my mother would come to NYU and take photographs of me like 

editing my school projects and so when they’d say, “Well, what does she do,” she would like, 

show them a photograph, she’d say, “I don’t know, but it looks like this.”  Because they all 

thought that I was studying to be an actor. Which is understandable. You know, when I said I 

wanted to be a filmmaker I didn’t really know what that meant, and then I found out you could 

write, you could direct. Well, what is that? So, people don’t really know. So, it was nice that my 

mom got to see my first feature on a really giant screen. 

 

Audience reactions were wonderful. People recognized the characters. They recognized the 

themes in the story. They loved that black people look so good. Which I don’t mean that in an 

arrogant way. What I mean by that is there’s been a history in Hollywood not knowing how to 

light black people. And particularly, when different shades of black and brown people are 

standing next to each other or with a white character. They always know how to light the white 

character and they let the black people go dark. And not in a flattering way.  

 

And so, one of the things that Ronald, that was very important to him, was to get the lighting 

right. And with Sydney Kai Inis’s, the costume designer’s help, you know, seeing Ruby in that 

beautiful yellow gown with the fur and her skin color and the darkness of her hair and the 

lighting against the wood. The same 

thing is true for the other actors as well. 

That was important. And we all know 

that lighting takes time. And in order to 

do it right, you know, you just can’t 

speed it up. It takes time. And when 

you’re working with a small crew it 

takes even more time. But it was 

important to us. And so, one of the 

things we would hear over and over is 

everybody looks so beautiful. And so, 

audiences were very appreciative.  

 

Critics were mixed. Some were unkind and some were very supportive. But Alma’s Rainbow, if 

you remember, is also coming out at the same time as like Boyz N the Hood. So, the universe had 

shifted. Alma’s Rainbow was originally written as an afterschool special, so here it is now thrust 

into, you know, a different space next to these sort of harder-edged, urban, black dramas. As we 

say, the game changed. It changed, in my opinion, to really important, a really important look at 
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contemporary urban black life, but also mixed in with urban black pathology that I found 

challenging and uncomfortable because I knew that the construction of it was sometimes more 

artificial than it needed to be.  

 

And so, against those kinds of films, there wasn’t a lot of room for women’s faces and women’s 

voices. And certainly, you’re talking about a young black girl growing up and growing up really 

just kind of quietly trying to find out where she fits. And so, I think some critics were unduly 

unkind. There was no historical reference as to this is one of the first 35mm features created by, 

written, produced, and directed by an African American woman. By the way, Charles Lane, the 

filmmaker, Charles Lane, was a producer on this film, and Howard Brickner, who was a major 

investor in the film.  

Ayoka Chenzira: After Alma 

So ITVS had a call for films that focused on family. [It became MOTV: My Own TV.]  And at 

this time, what we are seeing in American independent films are sort of the more complicated, 

messy parts of family. And the executive producer was going to be James Schamus, which I 

didn’t know at the time. And, you know, James Schamus is just incredible and has done all this 

work with Ang Lee and also is just such a talented writer and producer.  

 

I applied. And my partner at the time, Thomas Pinnock, wrote the screenplay. And thus, the 

Caribbean, the Jamaican character. And we got it. And it was $350,000 to do this television 

project that we shot that in Brooklyn, and it was a project that we had full funding for right from 

the gate. So, you kind of work a little bit differently. You kind of just go [sigh] a little bit 

because you’re not shooting and raising money at the same time, which is hard.  

 

So, I would say in terms of dramatic storytelling, for me, I didn’t think about that. I didn’t think 

this is for television. Only that the distribution mechanism was going to be television. That’s all 

really I thought about. But in terms of character development, shape, movement, rhythm, 

foreground, midground, background, lighting, you know, those are the things that I’m looking at 

to help tell the story, not whether or not it’s going to be for film or for television. But I will say 

that this was experimental television so I could think that way. 

 

In the Rivers of Mercy Angst is another one of my favorites. So going back again to not knowing 

how to do certain things and that being very attractive to me, I know this is going to sound a little 

bizarre to some people, but I used to be an equipment junkie. And what I mean by that is I had 

lots of different kinds of cameras. And people would say, “How come you have all those 

cameras?” And I’d say, “You don’t understand, they sort, they kind of work the same, but they 

do different things. Like this one has this lens and this one you can do this and this one.” And 

they’d go like, “Ah.”  

 

And I had, you know, all kinds of cameras, including toy cameras. And I still have a collection of 

Fisher-Price cameras, because to me, they’re just tools. So, one day, I have a studio space that is 

in an old public school, so the ceilings are very high, the room is gigantic, and I said to the 
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woman who was running my company at the time, Barbara Chirinos, “I think I’d like to do a film 

in this space. And I think I’d like to write a film for my cameras.”  

 

So, I laid out all this equipment in this space. So, I had 16mm, 8mm, Hi-8, Super 8mm, I mean 

just a lot of technology. I had this idea about this woman who was a photographer who one day 

gets possessed by this mischievous spirit called KOM, the Keeper of Memory, and all she can do 

is just randomly remember things that relate to kind of Black history and Black culture. And she 

is in the process of dying because her spirit has been taken over by this other spirit.  

 

And she is eventually saved by two spirits, one is Clown Woman, who is the keeper of laughter, 

and the other is a character called Abydos, the keeper of dreams. And basically, it’s about 

learning to love yourself as a way of having strength. After Alma’s Rainbow I was really 

exhausted. And what exhausted me was just I didn’t like the technology involved in feature 

filmmaking. I mean this was a time when you couldn’t, if I said, “Ronald, get those birds,” I 

mean the 35mm camera and the whole crew and everybody, everybody’s like, [makes noise], and 

by the time you get there the birds are like in New Mexico. So, it was a process of 35mm 

filmmaking that I did not like. It didn’t feel, there was a spontaneity that I needed that I couldn’t 

get in the way that we had organized the production.  

 

I needed to find a way back to my freedom. And digital technologies had given me such a 

freedom before with, for example, Zajota and the Boogie Spirit, where I could do layering of 

images right there in my computer. I felt like I had a lot more control and I could do a lot more 

iterative work and iterative thinking. In The Rivers of Mercy Angst is an attempt to fall in love 

with cinema again and how I can be in control of it, and again, to experiment with it.  

 

So, all the images that you see in the interior are in my studio space. And all the characters in it 

are not actors. The woman who plays Mercy, we found her in the subway. She was a woman 

who was talking to herself in the subway. And literally, the conversation was, “Would you like 

to be in a film, and will you be naked?” And she said, “Yes.” And the dancer, Clown Woman, is 

from David Rousséve’s dance company, and I said, “Charlene, can we paint your body?” And 

then my partner played the Keeper of Memory, and my business partner’s mother played 

Abydos. It was just such a relief to go back to trying to figure it out and having fun at the same 

time. Yeah, so that’s a piece that’s written for my cameras. 

 

In the Rivers of Mercy Angst, I used the moving image, as well as the still image, 2¼” slides. 

And then photographing those onto 16mm film. I do like processes very much. And in beginning 

to work in this very personal, tangible way, something told me that the computer could somehow 

be a partner in what I was trying to do. And I didn’t know quite how that could be because in the 

way people talked about computers it wasn’t necessarily as an expressive medium, it was more 

utilitarian in terms of nonlinear editing, for example. But something, I just knew that there was 

something, a deeper level where I could go to get closer to what was in my head and the 

computers could help. So, if we jump forward a little bit, by the time I get to Atlanta I apply to 

and accepted at Georgia Tech in their digital media program. And what I’m looking for is I’m 

looking for community, but I’m also looking at how the computer can be a partner in my 

expressions. 
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So, when I got to Atlanta, I didn’t know anyone, you know. I had this position, I moved. My 

partner died, my daughter was graduating from college, and I actually thought that I was going to 

go and live in South Africa. I had been working there and they wanted me to work there. But I 

came to Spelman, and I didn’t feel like I had a community in the way I had in New York. You 

know, in New York like every other person is a film producer. Right? And their momma. So, I 

was like, “Okay.”  

 

But I also, in terms of an artistic practice, I sort of had gotten fed up with film. The idea of going 

into a cinema and looking at the screen, and I felt like a lot of the films were looking and feeling 

the same. Like I could sit there and say, “Okay, this is going to happen, this is going to happen, 

this is going to happen.” And I remember Sidney Poitier, when I sent him Flying Over 

Purgatory, he said, “I’m not going to do the film.” Because he didn’t want to break from the 

kind of character you usually see him in. He didn’t want to do that. He said, “But I will tell you 

this, I really like the story because you can’t get ahead of it.” And that always stuck with me. 

 

I was looking for my own thing and that thing had to do with thinking about cinema outside of 

that particular cinematic presentation. And so, I went back to looking at the history of 

experimental filmmaking, both American and European, and looking at cinema that was 

projected. One of my pieces, I forget which one now, was projected on a building in New York, 

and I remember how exciting it was when that happened. If we’re talking about the moving 

image, what are the other possibilities for the moving image aside from being on this, having this 

particular audience screen relationship the way we’re used to in the dark?  

 

And so, I was feeling testy. And so, I applied and got into Georgia Tech, and it turns out that the 

director of the program was a woman named Janet Murray, who came from MIT and to Georgia 

Tech and she also came from film. I mean she came from computational work, but she also had 

this life in terms of writing about and understanding film. And she was very glad that I was there, 

I was glad that she was there. Obviously, I was a nontraditional student, everybody was like I 

don’t know, 20, 30 years old, and I had a lot of freedom.  

 

And what I was trying to figure out was how to tell visual stories that were not going to be 

projected on the screen as we know it. And there was this technology called the Interactive 

Tabletop. Georgia Tech has one. They’re usually very, very large surfaces and they’re very, very 

heavy. They’ve got projectors inside and they work with RFID technologies. And what I wanted 

to do was I wanted to build a portable version of that because I’d been working in South Africa 

and it’s very important to me that when those of who get a chance to work with technologies that 

we’re able to share them with our communities, communities that wouldn’t necessarily have 

access to this type of tool. So, I had one built that was collapsible. 

 

One of the projects that I did was to figure out how to do a short biography of my mother. She 

was a real glamour girl. So, I built this tabletop and then decorated it so that it looked like a 

woman’s vanity table. And had objects that belonged to her, or were said to have belonged to 

her, for this art installation. And there were photographs projected on this tabletop screen, and if 

you matched the object to the pictures, the object would then reveal its story about my mother to 

you. And one of the things I liked about the project is that the objects would argue with each 
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other. They would talk about, “No, I’m the favorite,” “No, you don’t know this part of the story,” 

“No, I’m the favorite.”  

 

So had my first project that I did with the tabletop, and then I just went into larger sculptural 

pieces. I did a story about Truth and Reconciliation in South Africa, I researched about 1,000 

stories of people that had some involvement with that, and then created this large-scale sculpture 

with built in models and a hand, and depending upon the objects that you put in the hand, stories 

would be revealed. And then I took that and eventually did a film game, you know, an interactive 

story that’s part film and part game called HERadventure. So again, that’s my science fiction 

piece. I like technology and I like storytelling. And so, I seem to be prompted to just explore 

things that I haven’t done before. 

 

HERadventure was an awesome experience. My 

daughter and I have been natural collaborators since she 

was a little girl. So, when I was making parts of Zajota 

and the Boogie Spirit in the studio in her home I would 

say to her, “What do you think about this?” And she’d 

say, “I don’t understand what this is,” or, “Oh, that’s 

really interesting.” Or, “Did you think about this?” So, 

we’ve been doing this for a long time. She literally is at 

the point where she can read my mind now. I used to 

teach a course called Cinemythic Journey, Black 

Woman is Hero in American Cinema, and I would show 

for 15 weeks films that were made by independent 

filmmakers, as well as Hollywood, where you had a 

black woman as a protagonist. And we would look at the 

kind of choices that the writer would make in order for the story to be propelled forward. And 

some, when you begin to see all 15 lined up you go like, “Whoa, something is really, really 

wrong here.” At the end of the course, I would 

say to students, “What are you not seeing? What 

would you like to see? What’s missing for you?” 

Hands down, every year they would say science 

fiction.  

 

And so, science fiction is something that I loved 

growing up, I went back to it, and we created this 

piece, my daughter, Haj, and I, called 

HERadventure. It takes place on another planet, 

the planet Xamtha, it’s a planet of women of 

color. The character is called HER. She has a 

sister, Zira, yes Chenzira, Zira, they end up 

falling from their planet into earth and when they 

do, they fall into a game. And that’s where you as 

the viewer, continue the journey through game 

play. 

 
 

http://www.heradventure.com/
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Ayoka Chenzira’s More Recent History 

 

HERadventure was a landmark, expanding the possibilities of audiovisual storytelling with its 

hybrid video/gameplay format. It led to her TEDxAtlanta talk on diversity in sci/fi fantasy films. 

Most recently, Chenzira has been directing television for shows such as Queen Sugar, Greenleaf, 

Trinkets, Dynasty, and the new Oprah show, Delilah. Her recent awards include an Emmy 

nomination for Queen Sugar and the Cultural Innovator Award from Black Women Animate and 

the Cartoon Network for her body of work as an animator. In 2018, Chenzira was nominated for 

an NAACP Image Award for Outstanding Directing in a Drama Series for her work on Queen 

Sugar. She has recently worked on episodes of Greenleaf, Trinkets, Delilah, and Dynasty. 

Currently, she is working on the television adaptation of Penny Marshall’s A League of their 

Own as well as Octavia Butler’s Kindred. Her films are currently being restored and archived at 

the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts & Sciences. 

 

Chenzira is also the first African American to earn a Ph.D. in digital media from Georgia 

Tech.  In 2021, Spelman College named Ayoka Chenzira, professor and division chair for the 

arts, along with Julie Dash, distinguished professor of documentary filmmaking in the 

Department of Art & Visual Culture, inaugural Diana King Endowed Professors in Film and 

Filmmaking, Television and Related Media. She is a member of the Directors Guild of America. 

Ayoka Chenzira: On Cinema 

I will tell you one thing that I’ve seen that I would like to say. And that is that I know that people 

behind the scenes are doing the work. As we say, “You’re doing the work.” Doing the work to 

finally push this notion of Black cinema forward. And I can tell that because suddenly I’m 

getting phone calls. The Whitney was never interested in my work and suddenly, the Whitney 

wants Hairpiece, which I’m grateful, but what I want to push forward, what I want to foreground 

is that there are people who are doing work to make that happen. So, minds are being changed in 

many ways.  

 

You heard me say earlier, “But we’ve all been trained to death and then nobody’s looking for 

you. “Well, people are starting to look for you. The fact that someone like Dennis Doros of 

Milestone called me and said, you know, “We would like to put your work back in distribution,” 

is a really big deal. * So, there’s things that are going on behind the scenes. I don’t know how 

much they get talked about, but I feel the effort and I see the effort being made that somewhere 

along the line people are having a conversation and they’re aware that as they talk about 

American cinema’s history, when you go into the archives there’s a lot of things that you don’t 

have. There’s a lot of visual rhetoric that you don’t have because you were not interested, you 

didn’t think the work was important or interesting or polished enough or sophisticated enough or 

whatever you’ve thought, but now you realize that you can’t tell the story of American cinema 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKAPya4lF_M
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well if you are not talking about these black and brown filmmakers who somehow figured out 

how to make it work despite your best efforts not to pay attention. 

 
*Dennis Doros on working with Ayoka Chenzira to acquire her films: 

I was honored to be on the National Film Preservation Board from 2017–2020 while I was president of the 

Association of Moving Image Archivists. My goal was to represent AMIA and to advance inclusion and 

representation. I had fallen in love with Hair Piece when I first saw it in the 1980s and incredibly impressed 

with the filmmaker presenting it, Ayoka Chenzira. It was selected for the NFPB’s National Film Registry in 

December 2018 and the evening that the new registry films were announced it was shown on Turner Classic 

Movies. I suggested to TCM that Ayoka Chenzira present the film on air since she lived in Atlanta, TCM’s 

home base.  

 

Somewhere along those events it got back to Chenzira that I was behind the nomination and selection. 

Knowing of Milestone as the distributor of Charles Burnett, Kathleen Collins, and Billy Woodberry, she 

called us out of the blue and asked if we would be her distributor. We immediately and very enthusiastically 

said yes. Alma’s Rainbow and Hair Piece were obvious choices, but we had no idea on the incredible 

richness of her entire work. Two of her films, Williamswood and Pull Your Head to the Moon took almost a 

year each to acquire, but those difficulties and seeing how beautiful they were, made it two of our favorite 

acquisitions. Both were shot (as was Alma’s Rainbow) by the fabulous cinematographer Ronald K. Gray, our 

friend who created Transmagnifican Dambamuality and worked with Kathleen Collins on her two films.  

Ayoka Chenzira: Quotes about her Work 

“I was very concerned with the question of black women in this country and self-image 

aesthetics. If you look at all the commercials that come out and tell you how to fix yourself, they 

are all based on the idea that there is something wrong with you. And so, having a child, these 

things became very glaring, and I think that’s a part of Hairpiece. Hairpiece is funny, but it 

comes from a position of real anger.” 
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Ayoka Chenzira: Filmography 

After the Rain (NYU student film) 

Sylvilla: They Dance to Her Drum (1979), 16mm, 25 minutes. A documentary portrait of 

Chenzira’s teacher, Sylvilla Fort, who was the training link between the Katherine 

Dunham and Alvin Ailey. Restored by the Academy Film Archive, funded by Film 

Foundation. 

Flamboyant Ladies Speak Out (1982), 30 minutes. 

Hair Piece A Film for Nappy Headed People (1984), 16mm, 10 minutes. Restored by the 

Academy Film Archive, funded by Film Foundation. 

Secret Sounds Screaming (1985), video, 30 minutes.  

Five out of Five (1986), 16mm, 3 minutes. Editor. 

On Becoming a Woman (1986) Animation only.  

Boa Morte (1988), 16mm, unfinished documentary 

The Lure and the Lore (1989), Hi-8 video, Editor and 2nd camera. 

Zajota and the Boogie Spirit (1990), 16mm/Video 

Pull Your Head to the Moon: Stories of Creole Women (1992), 16mm, 12 minutes, 

collaboration with director/performance artist David Rousséve. 

Williamswood (1992) Hi-8 video, 15 minutes, Director & Editor. In collaboration with 

choreographer Hubert Lepka.  

MOTV (My Own TV) (1993). Hi-8 video. 54 minutes. 

Alma’s Rainbow (1993) 35mm, 86 minutes. 

Snowfire (1994) Hi-8 video and 21/4M slides, Produced for Positive: Life with HIV. 

Sentry at the Gate: The Comedy of Jane Galvin-Lewis (1995), Hi- video, 58 minutes. 

Living Positive (c. 1990s) a series of interstitial spots for a public television series title Living 

Positive. The spots are 5 minutes each and highlight the work of a dance company headed 

by a choreographer named David Rousséve. 

In the Rivers of Mercy Angst (1996) Hi-8 video and 21/4M slides, 25 minutes. 

HERadventure (2013) Video. In collaboration with Ayoka’s daughter, HaJ. 

Princess Zaya: The Bend in Origan (2017) 

Queen Sugar (three episodes, 2018–2019) 

Greenleaf (1 episode, 2019)  

Trinkets (2020) 

Delilah (2021) 

Dynasty (2021-2022) 

A League of their Own (2022) 

Kindred (series in production) 
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Ronald K. Gray  

Ronald Gray is a filmmaker, 

musician and photographer. 

Working in film, he has been a 

producer, director, cinematographer 

and editor. His first film was the 

multi-award winning 

Transmagnifican Dambamuality 

(1976), which also received two 

Creative Arts Program grants and 

one American Film Institute grant. 

 

Gray collaborated with Kathleen 

Collins as co-producer, 

cinematographer and co-editor on 

The Cruz Brothers and Miss 

Malloy and Losing Ground. He was 

the cinematographer on D.A. 

Pennebaker and Chris Hegedus’ classics, Dance Black America (1983) and Branford Marsalis: 

The Music Tells You as well as Jeffrey Wisotsky’s Emmy Award nominee The Blue Devils Come 

Home, Rebecca Williams’s Sugar on the Floor, and Ayoka Chenzira’s Alma’s Rainbow, Pull 

Your Head to the Moon and Williamswood. Gray was a cameraman and editor on Doug Harris’s 

Speaking in Tongues. One of his more interesting creations was 1997’s “Shadows Tearing,” a 

collaboration between Sham Mosher, David Pleasant and Gray. “Shadows Tearing” went on to 

win the prestigious Bessie Award. Gray’s most recent work as cinematographer was on Allan 

Roth’s 2013 documentary The Breath Courses Through Us, about the 1960s avant-garde jazz 

group, the New York Art Quartet. 

 

Gray taught cinematography for New York University’s Tisch School of the Arts Graduate Film 

Program for fifteen years. He has also shot video and film for various organizations including the 

Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, the Lincoln Center Performing Arts Library, 

and the Franklin Williams Caribbean Culture Center. He currently lives in New Jersey and works 

as a professional musician. 
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KIM WESTON-MORAN (Alma Gold) 

Kim Weston-Moran is CEO of 

RA/RHYTHMCOLOR Associates 

and Founder / Producing Artistic 

Director of POTPOURRI! World 

Works Series, in its 8th year. She 

was Associate Producer for the 

National Black Touring Circuit for 

seven years. 
 

A veteran award-winning actress 

known for her character work. Kim 

has shared the stage with phenomenal artists, including Minnie Gentry, Bill Gunn, Roxie Roker, 

Phylicia Rashad, Gylan Kain, Patricia O’Connell, Anthony Chisholm, Ellen Dolan, S. Epatha 

Merkerson, Charles Weldon, Barbara Montgomery, Reggie Montgomery, Marjorie Johnson, 

Count Stovall, Bill Cobbs, Dominique Morisseau and Darnell Williams. 

 

Kim has been nominated for four AUDELCO Awards and won for Lead Actress in Don’t 

Explain with Ron Cephas Jones; directed by Rome Neal. Her most recent acting credits include 

Negro Ensemble Company’s Workshop Production of Swing at La Mama Theatre, and 

Crossroads Theatre Company’s’ premiere of Autumn by Richard Wesley. 

 

Kim directs, coaches, is an Acting Teacher with a focus on Basics for new and returning actors, 

writes; and her new passion is dramaturgy. Between acting gigs, teaching and activism; she 

presented several projects and supported several playwrights, including P.J. Gibson, Sabura 

Rashid and OWA, PhD. Projects include The Second Black Theatre in America Conference 

(Medgar Evers College); Eclectic Tuesday Nites (Perk’s Supper Club), for which she hosted and 

presented over 200 comedians, singers, actors, Jazz and R&B groups; We in Harlem, Baby! a 

performance and visual arts salon; Another Side of a King – Films and Literature of Woodie 

King, Jr. (received ART-NY Award). Her film & television credits include title role in Ayoka 

Chenzira’s feature, Alma’s Rainbow and CBS’s Divorce Court. Ms. Weston-Moran is currently 

working with The Paul Robeson Freedom School Afterschool Program as an Arts Consultant. 
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Victoria Platt (Rainbow Gold) 

 

VICTORIA PLATT is truly delighted to have been a part 

of ALMA'S RAINBOW and still remembers fondly how this 

film grew and stretched her as a human and as an 

artist. Alma’s Rainbow was her very first feature film and she 

was thrilled to be able to use her talents as a triple threat in a 

film which was very rare! That was followed by the role of 

the estranged daughter of Dale Turner, played by the late 

Dexter Gordon, in Bertrand Tavernier’s ‘ROUND 

MIDNIGHT.  

TELEVISION:  Victoria is currently recurring on GOOD 

TROUBLE on Freeform as Dr. Coral the therapist and 

garnered an Emmy nom last year for her work as another 

doctor, Dr. Raynor on DAYS OF OUR LIVES. She's had 

recurring roles on NCIS, NCIS: NEW ORLEANS and guest 

starred on NCIS: LA. Additional television includes episodes 

of Lucifer, 9-1-1, Hawaii 5-0, The Mentalist, Bones, Switched at Birth, Criminal Minds and 

played Jennifer Beal’s sister in The Chicago Code. She is most known for her roles on 

ABC’s The Gates as the good witch Dr. Peg, the feisty Vicky Spaulding on The 

Guiding Light and on All My Children as the clairvoyant voodoo priestess Corinne. 

FILM: Victoria has starred in the films DIMENSIONAL SHIFT, MY GIRLFRIEND'S BACK with 

Malik Yoba and Tangi Miller and had featured roles in A COLD HARD TRUTH, A HARD 

PROBLEM and REVIVAL where she really made her family cringe playing Satan, produced by 

Harry Lennix. Victoria played brothel madams in both Jonah Hex with Josh Brolin and The 

Baytown Outlaws; go figure. She was delighted to be featured in the HBO original 

movie Winchell portraying the iconic entertainer Josephine Baker and in Bill Duke’s dramatic 

thriller Cover, which addressed HIV/AIDS in the Black community.  

STAGE: Victoria was nominated for an Ovation Award for her portrayal of Emilia in the hip-

hop musical Venice which was produced at the Public Theatre and at The Kirk Douglas 

Theatre. She played opposite Obba Babatunde as Altovise, Sammy Davis Jr.'s wife in the Old 

Globes production of Sammy and was thrilled play Roxy opposite Oscar winner Troy 

Kotsur in Cyrano and the groundbreaking Building the Wall, both at The Fountain Theatre in 

LA. On Broadway she played opposite Gregory Hines in Jelly’s Last Jam directed by George C. 

Wolfe and danced and signed in the Mark Taper/Deaf West co-production of Pippin. She has 

performed at The Geffen, REDCAT, The Elephant and The Public to name a few. 

Victoria resides in Los Angeles, CA, still performing while also building her wellness business, 

offering Somatic Experiencing and Energy Balancing Therapy to individuals and groups, healing 

our community one precious nervous system at a time! 
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Mizan Nunez (Ruby Gold) 

Born in Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, Mizan Nunes graduated from 

Franklin & Marshall College in 1973, and did her graduate studies at the 

University of Chicago Divinity School from 1973-75. 

She began her career as a model, then started acting in the early 1980s. Her 

film credits (also under the name Mizan Kirby) include Married to the Mob, 

The Occultist and currently, Hope of Escape. She was the host and lead 

news anchor of NNN World Report until 2009 and she is the CEO of 

AngelChildProductions. 

Mizan Kirby studied at Mr. Archer's Music School and as a result appeared 

as a child at Brooklyn Academy of Music. At that time, she lived on Clifton 

Place between Nostrand and Bedford. She made a huge journey to Port of 

Le Havre and Southhampton U.K., then went to see the place of her birth 

Trinidad & Tobago.  

 

She returned to NYC by which time her family had moved from her old neighborhood to Park Slope. 

After graduating from high school, she attended Colby College and graduated from the first co-ed class at 

Franklin & Marshall College. She then went to The University of Chicago. Taking time off from school 

she auditioned while in San Francisco for The American Conservatory Theatre and studied acting there 

under Ed Hastings. She got her professional start with radio ads directed by Wilbert Holder and then came 

WBAI where she received a Golden Reel Award and great encouragement from Audelco with a couple of 

nominations for her work in The Beautiful La Salles and When the Eagle Screams directed by Cynthia 

Belgrave. 

 

She has performed at The Little Carib Theatre in Equus, as Bessie Coleman in Only the Sky is Free 

directed by Duane Jones and scripted by Kathleen Collins (Collins’ screenplay could not be produced so 

Collins turned into a play), I, Marcus Garvey as Amy Jacques Garvey (and the Captivity of Babylon) 

directed by Earl Warner in the Frank Collymore Hall, Bridgetown and at The Bank in Port-of-Spain and 

The United Nations in NYC. Elizabeth and Will by S. Reynolds -Stephens at Circle in The Square Main 

Theatre, The Task by Heiner Muller directed by Eva Brenner, Stefan Muller, William Pleasant, 

womenspeak (women instruct, construct, re-construct and deconstruct Paul Robeson), In the Club At La 

Mama, E.T.C.  Café Afrocentric directed by Andre DeShields, Deconstructing the Duke presented at 

Actors Equity, All Women, All Blues, All the Time at The Violet Cafe NYC, Esteban Fernandez 

Sanchez’s play In the Beginning ... and La Mula at La Mama, Shakin’ the Mess Outta Misery by Shay 

Youngblood as Miss Corine/Miss Shine (directed by Stacy Waring) at Henry Street Settlement Theater, 

and Foreign Mind by Stafford Ashani Harris at The Barn Theatre, Kingston. Lastly, Tell Pharaoh by 

Loften Mitchell , Newark Public Library; Bailey’s Cafe at Hartford Stage, CT.  Footprints dir. Duane L. 

Jones, Negro Ensemble Company.  Fortunes of the Moore by J. Mollette; Incidents, produced by Voice 

and Vision on Theatre Row and My Journey by Chin Li Normandie Productions written by M. Kirby. 

 

She has lent her theatrical expertise to the Center for Theater Techniques in Education in Connecticut and 

the Creative Arts Team at New York University and worked as lead anchor with INN World Report. 
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Jean-Paul Bourelly, Music Score 

Jean-Paul  
[From his website] Jean-Paul Bourelly is an innovative and 

experimental guitarist composer who excels at blending and 

bending various musical styles into cohesive expression. His 

musical output spawns a diverse array of variations of funky 

otherness. Often fiery solo exchanges, harmonic textures, and 

sound constellations, characterized by a spontaneous flow of 

rhythmic energy. His music is informed by the migrant 

community of Haiti and the southern culture of Chicago's south 

side that he grew up in. 

 

Raised by first-generation Haitians, Jean-Paul grew up amidst an 

unusual blend of Haitian meringue, folkloric, and hard-edged 

urban blues of Chicago's South Side. Along with his own 

singular musical vision, inspired by Howlin’ Wolf, Jimi Hendrix 

and a splash of Carlos Santana, Bourelly began to formulate his unique musical synthesis. 

 

At the age of 18, after a one-year scholarship studying with the great alto saxophonist and 

educator Bunky Green, he moved to New York. 

 

During his early years he worked with notable jazz figures like drummer Elvin Jones, Pharoah 

Sanders, AACM founder Muhal Richard Abrams, Roy Haynes and recorded with Miles Davis. 

Early notice includes being heavily featured on the Abrams release Blues Forever which won 

DownBeat record of the year. He also made many collaborations with various members of a new 

generation of experimenters in genre-crossing music like Olu Dara, Henry Threadgill, Steve 

Coleman and Graham Haynes. 

 

From this formative stage, moving independently came nature to him. He started his own group 

the BluWave Bandits. After the release of Blues Forever by Abrams and Cassandra Wilson’s 

Point of View (JMT), Bourelly quickly came to the attention of several record labels. 

JP released his first recording entitled Jungle Cowboy (JMT) preceded by Trippin (Enemy) and 

five consecutive records on the Japanese label DIW: Saints and Sinners, Blackadelic Blu, Rock 

the Carthartic Spirits, Vibe Music and Fade to Cacophony. 

 

JP's early New York concept was based on expanding the borders of funk music by employing 

polyrhythms taken from sources far and wide. This assertive sound brought his music to the 

attention of the international press like the New York Times, Straight No Chaser, Le Monde and 

Melody Maker Magazine. Along with engagements at the original Knitting Factory and tours in 

Europe he was an important figure on scenes like the Black Rock Coalition and Mbase. 

Reconnecting with Haitian musicians from the popular folkloric group Foula, he formed 

Ayibobo which merged his Haitian and his jazz improvisational sensibility. This was a first sign 

of him discovering his sound within an African space. 
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In Berlin, he renewed his focus on the sound which today may be called Afro Futuristic. This 

was affirmed by his collaboration with historian Paul Gilroy on the Black Atlantic project (Berlin 

HKW 2004). This work would take him towards a wider perspective, an ideal of a possible Black 

Atlantic sound, something that could encompass the totality of his style. 

 

In 1995 Jean-Paul formed Boom Bop with griot singer Abdourahmane Diop and jazz legend 

Archie Shepp. 

 

The group was formed from an urge to explore the mystical rhythmic and sonic ties that lie 

within the blood memory of the Black Atlantic experience and postindustrial culture. This quest 

opened a new context for his expressively bluesy guitar. Based off of common themes of urban 

living between Dakar, Berlin and New York, Boom Bop opened ears to a kaleidoscope of sound, 

more voluptuous, more daring than casual world music offerings of the time. 

 

Since the establishment of his creative music hub JPGotMangos, it was possible to produce more 

music independently. In 2012 he thought he was reaching back to his BluWave sound by 

forming Stone Raiders, Power Trio with Rolling Stones bassist Darryl Jones and Living Colour 

drummer Will Calhoun. One can never really go back again, and Stone Raiders stumbled then 

surged forward when RoCking grooves, intersected with funky otherness at StoneRoc and 

Peavine. Truth to Power is the record. Check out the guitar burn on “Toxic U Love Episode II". 

It also features the debut of eternally funky bassist Darryl Jones on vocals. 

 

JP continued to reveal Afro blues in abstract, deconstructing polyrhythms, while using analog as 

well as digitalized atmospheres, interrogating the new frontier of frequencies in electronic music 

with his musical laboratory Spontaneous Situation at the Werkstatt der Kulturen (2009- 2010), 

following by several Spontaneous offshoots including the Spontaneous Youth Arkestra (2013) 

and his Music Talk show event The Spontaneous Townhall Meetings (2014, Ballhaus 

Naunynstrasse). 

 

On his 2014 release of 3KINGS “Famous Guys”, JP introduces a second dimension to his 

playing with rhythmic tapping. These rhythmic underpinnings teased out from his 7 stringed 

guitar that is navigating, subverting and finally transforms, otherwise traditional, Cameroonian 

High Life grooves. 
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Lillian Benson, editor 

 

Lillian E. Benson’s professional body of work as a television, 

video and feature film editor spans almost thirty years. In 1990 

the native New Yorker was nominated for an Emmy for her work 

on the acclaimed civil rights series “Eyes On the Prize II”. She 

contributed to films that have garnered five Emmy nominations, 

four Peabody Awards, and numerous other honors. Recent films 

she edited include the documentary “Get In The Way - The 

Journey of John Lewis” and the narrative short “Progress” part of 

the HBO Access series. Benson edited several feature films by 

black women directors, including Ayoka Chenzira’s Alma’s 

Rainbow, Christine Swanson’s All About You and Debbie 

Allen’s The Old Settler. Benson was the first African American 

female editor selected for membership in ACE. She received a 

Lifetime Achievement Award from the Black Hollywood Education and Research Center in 

2017. The extensive list of documentaries Benson has edited about the African American 

experience include those about the Freedom Riders, Maya Angelou, John Lewis, and the Alvin 

Ailey Dance Group. 

 

In 2004 Benson made her directorial debut with “All Our Sons-Fallen Heroes of 9/11”, a half-

hour documentary about the firefighters of color who died at the World Trade Center, broadcast 

nationally on PBS. She just completed “AMEN - The Life and Music of Jester Hairston” an 

educational film about the internationally known choral arranger. 

  

Benson is a member of American Cinema Editors, an honorary editing society, and serves on 

their board of directors. She is also a member of the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences 

and the International Documentary Association. 
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Milestone Film & Video 

 

In 32 years in film distribution and restoration, Milestone has built 

a reputation for releasing classic cinema masterpieces, 

groundbreaking documentaries, and American independent 

features. Thanks to the company’s work in rediscovering and 

releasing important films such as Charles Burnett’s Killer of Sheep, 

Kent Mackenzie’s, The Exiles, Mikhail Kalatozov’s I Am Cuba, 

Marcel Ophuls’ The Sorrow and the Pity, the Mariposa Film 

Group’s Word is Out and Alfred Hitchcock’s Bon Voyage and 

Aventure Malgache, Milestone has long occupied a position as one 

of the country’s most influential independent distributors.  

 

In November 2007, Milestone was awarded the Fort Lee Film Commission’s first Lewis 

Selznick Award for contributions to film history. In January 2008, the Los Angeles Film Critics 

Association chose to give its first Legacy of Cinema Award “to Dennis Doros and Amy Heller of 

Milestone Film & Video for their tireless efforts on behalf of film restoration and preservation.” 

And in March 2008, Milestone became an Anthology Film Archive’s Film Preservation honoree.  

 

In 1995, Milestone received the first Special Archival Award from the National Society of Film 

Critics for its restoration and release of I Am Cuba. Manohla Dargis, then at the LA Weekly, 

chose Milestone as the 1999 “Indie Distributor of the Year.” In 2004, the National Society of 

Film Critics again awarded Milestone with a Film Heritage award. That same year the 

International Film Seminars presented the company its prestigious Leo Award and the New York 

Film Critics Circle voted a Special Award “in honor of 15 years of restoring classic films.” In 

November 2007, Milestone was awarded the Fort Lee Film Commission’s first Lewis Selznick 

Award for contributions to film history. The company won Best Rediscovery from the Il Cinema 

Ritrovato DVD Awards for its release of Winter Soldier in 2006 and again in 2010 for The 

Exiles. In 2015, the Il Cinema Ritrovato again awarded Milestone, this time for Best Blu-ray, for 

their series, Project Shirley (Clarke). 

 

In January 2008, the Los Angeles Film Critics Association chose to give its first Legacy of 

Cinema Award to Doros and Heller of Milestone Film & Video “for their tireless efforts on 

behalf of film restoration and preservation.” And in March 2008, Milestone became an 

Anthology Film Archive’s Film Preservation honoree. In 2009, Dennis Doros was elected as one 

of the Directors of the Board of the Association of the Moving Image Archivists and established 

the organization’s press office in 2010. He is currently serving his third term. In 2011, Milestone 

was the first distributor ever chosen for two Film Heritage Awards in the same year by the 

National Society of Film Critics for the release of On the Bowery and Word is Out. The 

American Library Association also selected Word is Out for its Notable Videos for Adult, the 

first classic film ever so chosen. In 2019 

 

In December 2012, Milestone became the first two-time winner of the prestigious New York 

Film Critics’ Circle’s “Special Award” and also received another National Society of Film 
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Critics Film Heritage Award, this time for the company’s work restoring, preserving and 

distributing the films of iconoclast director Shirley Clarke. Important contemporary artists who 

have co-presented Milestone restorations include Martin Scorsese, Francis Ford Coppola, 

Barbara Kopple, Steven Soderbergh, Thelma Schoonmaker, Jonathan Demme, Dustin Hoffman, 

and Charles Burnett. 

 

In 2009, Dennis Doros was elected to the Board of the Association of the Moving Image 

Archivists (AMIA). He went on to serve three consecutive terms on the board. In 2016, he was 

honored with AMIA’s William O’Farrell award, in recognition for services to the field. From 

2017–2021, Doros served as President of AMIA, and on the board of Co-ordinating Council of 

Audio-Visual Archives Associations. From 2018–2021, Doros was a member the National Film 

Preservation Board, which helps select the Library of Congress’s yearly additions to the National 

Film Registry. In 2019, Doros and Heller were honored by the Art House Convergence with the 

organization’s Spotlight Lifetime Achievement Award and the Denver Silent Film Festival’s 

David Shepard Career Achievement Award. In 2020, Milestone received the Ambler Cinematic 

Arts Award.  

 

Heller and Doros have lecture internationally on the importance of preservation and restoration 

and to present films from the Milestone collection. Their goals are to educate about the 

importance of saving and screening films outside the mainstream and to share the pure joy of 

cinema. 

 

In recent years, Milestone premiered pristine restorations of Mikhail Kalatozov’s I Am Cuba; 

Lois Weber’s Shoes and The Dumb Girl of Portici; Kathleen Collins’s Losing Ground; George 

T. Nierenberg’s Say Amen, Somebody and No Maps on My Taps; the films of Rob Epstein and 

Jeffrey Friedman, including the Oscar®-winning Common Threads, and Eleanor Antin’s The 

Man without a World. They produced Ross Lipman’s acclaimed essay film Notfilm. In 2021, 

Milestone entered into a distribution agreement with Kino Lorber, which will allow cofounders 

Doros and Heller more time to focus on the rediscovery and restoration of many more films that 

will delight viewers and challenge the cinematic canon. 

 

“They care and they love movies.” — Martin Scorsese 

 

“Milestone Film & Video is an art-film distributor that has released some of the most 

distinguished new movies (along with seldom-seen vintage movie classics) of the past decade.” 

— Stephen Holden, New York Times 
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